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Page 13
Murray State's women's crew
swept all the divisions at last
week's Racer Regatta. Meanwhile,
the men's team struggled when a
rower cracked a rib with his oar.

Spiritual splendor

More arrests
reflect poorly
on athletics
by Erin Richards
Editor in Ch1ef

Rashod Taylor/The News

Melissa Bates, junior from Owensboro, decorates the yard outside St. Leo Catholic Church in preparation of Easter's weekend acti,·ities.

Easter rebirth parallels student activity in church
by Jenny Ripperda
Contributing Writer
With Easter approaching, local churches have
seen a rise in the attendance of students, as well as
Murray· residents. at church services. Rut the rise
in attendance near Easter means srudents soon
will be leaving Murray for the summer.
Every May. as students rush out of Murray,
local residents are left with calmer roads and
stores. quieter nights and more free ~eats in
church. While the sudden peace may reduce the
stress of dnily life, emptier churches make mem·
bers and pastors miss the presence of the Murray
State :;tudents.
Churches in Murray offer students a place to
base themselves during the school yenr. bur after
students leave town in May, pastors and ministers
find congregation members miss the vitality of the

younger churchgoers.
"Our Masses actually seem empty when the students are not here," Father Ray Goetz. pastor of
St. Leo Catholic Church and Newman House
campus minister, said. "We love them."
Many pastors and ministers said students were
beneficial to their churches in several ways.
''They bring energy and fresh ideas." Boyd
Smith, minister of youth/university students for
First Baptist Church of Murray, said. "Adults are
always encouraged when they see college students involved.''
"Students definitely benefit our congregation
by their presence, participation in liturgy and the
activities of the campus ministry, many of which
are educational and entertaining for the St. Leo
community," explained Bill Duffield, parish
administrator, pastoral assistant and campus minister for St. Leo.

The pastors and ministers of several local
churches said students strain some church
resources, but everyone agreed that • resources
allotted for students are well-used.
"Students do take up resources. that is undeni able," Duffield said. "Hov.ever, I wouldn' t call it
hardship by any means, and I'd also say that our
parish benefits a great deal by the student~ being
present."
Local churches offer special programs for students. Bible studies, special worship services,
support of student mission trips and weekly
home-cooked meals are the mo:;t common programs offered. Regular church activities, such as
picnics, reading programs and classes, are also
offered to students.

SGA ELECTIONS:

Organizers see more candidates
State before his graduation next May.
''I've been (at the University) for three years, and
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art by Sanit Sopitgirapast/The News
to serve two terms since
Four candidates are vying for SGA Pre.sident. They Todd Earwood, who served from 1997-99.
include: Rose. graduate student from Kinmundy. Ill.:
SGA elections are scheduled from 9 a.m. April 19
Jessica Reed, senior from Gilbertsville: Chad Hall, to 9 a.m. Apri121. The 48-hourelection is double that
junior from Russellville, nnd MarTeLe Hammonds, or previous contests.
junior from Murray.
All voting will be online, and laptops with Internet
Reed serves as the secretary for the SGA and said access will be placed outside Waterfield Library durshe has wanted to be the association's preo;ident since ing the elections for students' convenience. The lapher freshman year.
tops are sponsored by the SGA's Elections Ways and
"1 love being a student, and I love helping stu- Means committee.
dents," Reed said. "It would be a great way to give
Look nexr week for in-depth coverage of the elecback to rhe University and improve ~tudents' lives." rions and candidates. Also look for "The News"
Hall is the treasurer for Sigma Pi fraternity and said staff's choice for the 2004-05 SGA president
he will try to better student government at Murray endorsement.

by Vanessa Childers
Assistant 1'\ews 'Editor
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At ~orne point during most academic years. E.W. Dennison
gathers all Murray State' s athletes together, marches to the
front of the room and oddresses the same issue.
"You have got to be responsible for your actions," he says
sternly to an audience of well-muscled, physically imposing
students. "Whenever you do anything, you are representing
Murray State's athletics, not just yourselves."
The athletic director's words rang true again early this week
as headlines across the region proclaimed the drug-related
arrest<> of two more Murray State athletes. Sophomore basketball guard Preston ''Trey" Pearson and sophomore football
wide receiver William Michael Waycaster, both from South
Fulton, Tenn., were arrested last Thursday night after the Murray police pulled over Pearson's spon utility vehicle on North
Robert•;on Road.
The Paducah Sun explained Pearson was charged with
underage driving under the influence, not having insurance.
not wearing his seat belt and not presenting his driver's license
to officers. Waycaster, who was riding in the car with Pearson,
wac; charged wilh possession of marijuana and drug pamphernalia.
So just as the media attention on the pre-NCAA indiscretions of junior basketball players Adam Chiles und Kelvin
Bro'>' n wa!> beginning to subside, D~nnison was put back to
work handling phone calls and damage control opemtions to
maintain a strong front for athletics in the midst of four player
arrests within three weeks.
Dennison said the individual attention showered on mhletes
is pan of the game and a perk of the job, but it can easily backfire.
•· A .student athlete is singled out more than a nonathlete if he
gets a speeding ticket. DUI or is in a fight," Dennison said.
"All kids get in trouble ut times, but unlike nonathletes. our
'
kids will be in every pa~r."
Hence, the infamous speeches.
..We talk about it," Dennison said. "We try 10 preach to them
that they are held to a higher standard than other students."
In the world of arhletics. where exposure is everything for
the University, for the athletes and for soliciting alumni donations, Dennison is understandably concerned about his students' reputationc;.
"We had a booster in California see the (basketball) game on
ESPN this year, and he gave us money because he was so
proud," Dennison said.
That was the week before Chiles let police into the apartment to find Brown hiding in a close!.

see ARRESTS I 3

Sorority, family remember,
celebrate student's ambitions
by Melissa Kilcoyne

cr she was there,
~>he was the center
and everyone was
Ashley Lena Thompson' " friends and family will paying attention to
remember her energetic personality and optimistic spir- her."
Beuman
said
ir.
Thompson, 20-year-old sophomore from Tamaroa, :;he and her sister
Ill., died last Friday at the Murray Holiday Inn while had a close relaeven
attending a Sigma Alpha conference. She joined the pro- tionship
fessional agriculture sorority in January nnd called her though they could
not spend as mu~h
friends and family after becoming an official member.
"She was so happy to be in Lhat because it was such a time together after
big deal to even be accepted," Nicole Beuman. Thomp· Thompson began
college .
son's sister. said.
"Every year on
Thompson's big sister in Sigma Alpha, Emily Tilford.
senior from we,t Paducah, said Thompson ~ollapsed her birthday, I'd
while competing in a relay game. Tilford wa!'t in charge always send her a
Wendy Thompson/guest
of the pledging class this year and met with Thompson little message in her
and other prospective members rwice a week during card." Beuman said.
Ashley Thompson
"Just advice from a
recruitment.
1984-2004
"She wa-; very dedicated," Tilford said. "She was new big sister.' '
Thompson's hard working nature and comedic ability
coming in, and she gave everything she had to the sorority."
made her srand out, said Beuman.
The dedication Thomp)oon displayed in the sorority
"For her high school graduation, I made a video of her
was no surprise 10 her father, Albert Thompson.
life and played it at her graduation." Beurnan ~aid .
..Anything that she set her sights on, rhere was noth- "She' s one of the most wonderful people I've ever
ing that was going to stop her," he said. ''Whether it be known. and she would have gone far. "
athletic events or her studies, she would not quit. ltuught
Thompson's father said his daughter dreamed of movher quitting was not a word when she was little and she ing hack to Illinois and buying farmland next to her family. She wanted Ill attend veterinary school at the Unilistened to rhat."
After collapsing at the Holiday Inn, Thompson was versiry of Illinois, he said.
Taking care of animals came naturally to Thompson,
transported to Murray-Callaway County Hospital,
where she was later pronounced dead at 9:15 a.m. said her father. She raised baby calves and fed them,'>'ith
Thompson'!i funeral was held at 10 a.m . Wednesday at a bottle umil they could be sold.
Searby Funeral Home in DuQuoin. Ill.
"She always wanted to make everyone happy around
Jill Fehmeyer, Thompson's sister, said the coroner has her," he said. ''She worried abdut everyone around her
been unable to determine a cause of death to date, and and not herself. She had a personaliry that was like a
they may not know for up to six '>'eeks. Feltmcyer said magnet to people."
Tilford said she would always remember Thompson's
the family suspected Lhe death wao; linked to Thompson· s juvenile diaberes. which she has had since age 14. energy and passion for life.
"She was always upbeat and had a smile on her race.''
''(Ashley) always had to have the last word. and she
was so sman," Feltmeyer said. "We all loved her great- Tilford said . ''If she had something she wanted to get
ly. She lights up a room wherever she's at. and whenev- done, she would do it.''
News Editor
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Local churches find ways
to reach• college students,
encourage their presence

Athletes face consequences beyond police

From Page 1
Many Murray State students are
involved in churches in the area.
John Dale. pulpit minister for
Glendale Church of Christ, said
he regularly has 50 Murray State
students in attendance for Sunday
services.
Smith. of First Baptist Church,
said for Sunday worship, he regularly has about 30 students in
auendance and 20 students for the
University worship service.
Duffield, of St. Leo, said there
were regularly more than 50 students in attendance for weekend
Masses, and around 30 students
attend the Sunday night Newman
House Mass.
"I have had many college students help in our youth ministry as
well as other areas of ministries in
the church," Smith !'aid. "T have
had as many as si~ Murray State
students become summer interns
for us."
Many Murray State students
have taken leadership roles in
local churches as well,
Melissa Bates, junior of Owensboro. serves as the Newman
House president.
Traditionatry, the Newman
House was separate from St. Leo.
but recently, through the Newman
House, Murray State students
have begun offering services and
activities for members of the

parish.
"Being involved with my
school church has made my experience at MSU a better one," Bates
said.
Many local churches work
especially hard to minister to college students.
Smith said· the First Baptist
Church has many visitors the first
few weeks of the school year, but
the number of students tapers off
after awhile.
"We aren't sure why yet. but we
are working on changing that.''
Smith said. "We want to minister
to college students any way we
can. That's one reason we added
the college worship service called
The Net."
Other churches set up car pools
or have vans they use to pick up
students from campus for Sunday
services. Many international students can be seen being picked up
and dropped off from locations
such as College Courts on Sunday
mornings.
As students prepare to leave
Murray again in just a few weeks,
local churches will have a missing
element in weekly services.
"Parishioners are generally
happy when students are around,"
Duffield said. "They know something is missing when school is
out for the summer.''

From Page 1
Yet what makes the situation most frustrating,
Dennison said, is that out of 350 athletes, 340
will be making good grades and playing good
• games while the actions of 10 "knuckleheads"
make the entire department look bad.
Along with Dennison who has come to accept
this irony as the "nature of the beast," Assistant
Athletic Director Margaret Simmons agreed athletes aren't always thinking about the fact they
are in high-profile positions.
"We tell them they have to really watch what
they do because people wiJJ associate their
actions with the rest of the team," she said.
Although Pearson, transfer student from the

University of Mississippi. won't be eligible to in the tournament. Dennison said Brown will not
play ut Murray until the 2004-05 season, he still be returning to play with the Racer basketball •
consequently becomes known as the third bas- team.
ketball player to make recent headlines under
"When our kids make mistakes, we puni~h
negative circumstances after a season of victo-- them," Dennison said. ''That's why Brown is off
ries and accolades.
the team. Even Joe (Pannunzio) kicked off a
Dennison said his department is proactive in starting linebacker a few years ago. He said he
doling out consequences for such actions, and wasn't going to let the student play here because
the key is to not let a student's talent override • he knew he was going to get into trouble."
judgment of their a~tions. That philosophy
Legal judgment on the players will take place
caused Dennison to suspend Chiles and Brown later this month when Waycaster, along with
after their March 13 arrests and to recently sus- Chiles and Brown. will appear in district coun
pend Pearson and Waycaster from their respec- on April 19. Pearson's district court date is
tive teams. Although Chiles was allowed to play scheduled for April 20.

Rowing Match
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To morrow
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2 locations to serve you better! • Soup & fresh

Lady Racers vs.
E. Michigan ==~~:::

406 N. 12th St.

1004 Paris Road

Murray

Mayfield

759-2348

247-8188

salad bar
• Hand-dipped
ice cream

I 0" <• <lFI' huff<.·t " ·ith H :Kercard

Formal Wear, Limousines and Vans
304 Main St. • Murray • 759-5000
Weddings, Proms, Banquet:;, Birthdays 6i Anniversaries
1·888-FOR MRJS
Toll Free Nationwide
1-888-9LUXURY
1·888-367-6757
www.mrjsJadyjs.com
1-888-958-9879

Authorized dealers of Alvarez,
Huss & Dalton, wwden, Martin,
Parker, Yairi and more!
We also carry GEM KEYBOARDS!

Fuu. BuFFE 1 ON

Please stop in
or visit us on the Web at
www.mainstreetguitars.com

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY AND

NIGHTS!

(2 70) 759-0420
or mnstrtmsc@earthlink.net
Hours: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. (Mon.- Fri.)
& 10 a.m.- 4 p.m. (Sat)

Guitar Lessons Available

MSUSTUDENT
DISCOUNT 15°.10 OFF
WITH I.D.
12TH &

CHESTNUT STREETS
MURRAY

DINE-IN OR CARRYOUT

(270)759-9205
DEUVERY

(270)759-4646

Were you the kid who got in
trouble in Sunday school for
asking too .many
q~estions?

Cotne join the
rest of us.
Come explore questions of faith over a
free meal. All are welcome!

1 MONTH
UNLIMITED
TANNING!!!

Wednesdays, 6:00 p.m.
Starting April 14th

I

St. John's Episcopal Church
1620 West Main St.
MWTay, KY 42071
(270) 753-6908
Re~ar

Services

Sundays: 10:30 a.m.. S:OO p.m.
Wednesdays: S:lS p.m.

http://viamedia.askthepriest.org

MSU CANTERBURY (EPISCOPAL) CLUB
VIA MEDIA • THE ""MIDDLE WAY" OF ANGLICAN CHRtsnANITY

.
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PINION

Opinion Editor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762-4468

Panelist advoc·ates
anti-feminist view ·
In My ·
Opinion

Do you think Murray State
should recruit secondchance basketball players?
"Yes, we should
because' we're a
small school and
we are not going
to get big recruits,
and everyone
deserves a second
chance.''
jon MitchcU
freshman. LOUiSVIlle

"Yes, everyone
deserves a second
chance, especially
if it helps the
basketball team."

leeoh \lfch\n 1. Any of various chiefly aqumc
bloodsucking or eam!Torout annelid worms of
the cla11 Hirudinea 2. One that preys on or
clings to another, a puuile.
•Vinc.ent·

New budget cuts
threaten complex
OurYI8W

Mark Fields
Glen Cartlon, /H.

Sophomorfl,

ISSUE:

Gov.

ERNIE

fLETCHER AND
SENATE REPUBLICANS TRIED TO

"Yes, they should
but only if the
player recognizes
his mistake and is
ready for a complete change."
Thurman Foster
junior, Murray

"Yes, and (then
they) should be
more careful and
not get caught."
Undsq Bot.eman
~.

swansee. 111.

Rashod Taylor/The News

thL r...-.S
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Murray~ t~J~"
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
Erin Richards

The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the
editorial board of "The
Murray State News."
The editorial board is
composed of all section
editors.

A recent legislation
proposal in the Kentucky Senate may leave
Murray State's partially-completed science
FUNDS NECESSARY complex just that TO COMPLETE T~E incomplete.
Because of Senate
UNIVERSITY'S
SCIENCE COMPlEX. Democrats' reluctance
to pass the new budget,
thanks to its significant
POSITION:
funding cuts, RepubliTHERE IS NO
can members tried to
JUSTIFICATION FOR push through the tax
THE FUNDING
plan as part of the legisCUTS, ESPECIALLY
lation budget on the last
day of session.
IN THE
The
Democrats
UNDERHANDED
abstained from voting
altogether, as they were
MANNER BY
only given the extenWHICH SENATE
sive document hours
REPUBUCANS
before the vote was to
ATTEMPTED TO
take place.
PASS IT.
Now, the issue has
gone to a conference
committee, and if it
passes,
universities
around the state will
lose a total of $70 million for construction
projects throughout the
state.
For Murray State, this
means the withdrawal
of the $15 million necessary to complete the
second phase of the science complex, as well
PUSH THROUGH
EXTENSIVE BUDGET
CUTS WHICH WILL
WITHDRAW THE

as $1 00,000 intended
for the Breathitt Veterinary Clinic.
It seems once again
Gov. Ernie Fletcher and
the Senate Republicans
are sacrificing the
state's institutions of
higher education in the
name of lower taxes.
Not only that, but
they are attempting it
using
underhanded
methods and without
the support of a number
of the state's elected
representatives.
We believe such
actions are unacceptable. once funds are
allotted to specific projects, they should not be
able to be withdrawn.
The University's science complex is half
complete, does the governor intend for us to
leave it that way?
It is time the government realized the state's
universlttes are not
expendable services. To
play on a cliche, the
opportunity for Kentucky students to obtain
quality education within their own state
should be a ri~t, not a
privilege.
Once again,
we
would like to encourage
students to contact their
representatives regarding this issue.
Contact information
can be found on kentucky.gov.

I would like to express
my appreciation to all the
people whose efforts resulted in the important,
polemic panel on. "The F
Word: Is Feminism Outdated?" I regret. however,
that I was not challenged
by a debate about the relevant, real issues concerning
women's equality.
Instead, I was subjected
to one participant, Laura
Ewald, who forced Other
participants to respond to
her ranting by literally
.___ __, recycling the tired, simplistic, ideological, one-liner
dismissals of feminism and
RIGDON
called them the findings of
her admittedly two weeks of research.
Pointing out they were the result of two weeks
of research alongside at least two career feminist
scholars while asserting her research authority
made her appear quite ridiculous.. Listening to
her was like reading a best-selling, political scandal book - reactionist, flashy, alluding to con' spiracy, attempting to show depravity in a whole
philosophy by denouncing individual political
cbacacters - you know, all the irresponsible
analysis' that would allow it to succeed in the
"marketplace. of ideas" of the infotainment
industry, but not under the rigorous standards of
academia.
Just the fact that she insulted the audience's
intelligence by defining modem, Third Wave
feminism as the actions of specific organizations
such as NOW, demonstrates the simplicity of her
research and her lack of knowledge about feminism. She said feminism hurts its credibility by
criticizing Republicans more than Democrats.
This is like saying, as one example, the Christian
Coalition's disregard of Newt Gingrich's extramarital affair with a congressional aide 23 years
his junior white crucifying Democrats' lack of
morals hurts the credibility of Christianity. Feminist lobbying organizations, as distinguished
from broader feminism. Jike all suc:h orgam.
tions, for better or worse operate under the partisan United States politiCal system with all its
fauJts.
Ewald purports the gender wage gap doesn't
exist. nor even one academic study to prove it
One study, among Others, is from the Journal of
Socio-Economics:
"Establishment Size,
Employment and the Gender Wage Gap."
First,all research indicates that an absolute gender wage gap exist'>; the contention is in its magnitude and causes. Ewald points to the fact that
she learned factors like experience. working
hours and levels of education explain the gap.
1bese are common sense factors affecting wage
rates for which experienced economists, econmetricists and social scientists account when
researching earnings discrepancies.
Governments and policy institutes all over the
world. though aU capable of mistakes, in countries with even less absolute wage gaps, are
addressing the gender wage gap problem. It
strikes me as tenibly unrealistic that Ewald, with
no background in either economics, statistics or
even mathematics but in the dramatic arts and
library sciences, would be the one to reveal this
international conspiracy - that .she is the best
candidate to "evaluate this wealth of information."
Ewald was dear when she said the women's
movement has hurt women and the cause of
equality. Yet, women's weU-being has only

improved by their increase of their work contributions being of the monetarily-valued son.
As Susan Faludi gathered from many sourceS,
"Working women are less susceptible than
housewives to mental disorders big and small .!from suicides to nervous breakdowns, to insomnia and nightmares,".. • and the more challenging
the job the better. Amartya Sen has discussed tht
huge correlation between improving women's
agency and improving families and lessening
domestic violence and high female child mortal·
ity rates. Sen is not only a highly published economist, but a Pulitzer Prize winner, so Ewald
might concede his research .superior. Ewald used
two anecdotes to "prove" the women's movement hurts women's equality - one was the
women joumalisis who cried foul when not
allowed into male locker rooms to interview
male athletes after games.
Anecdotes are powerful because they appeal
to those without information; they read, "there
must be no inequality if the only barriers 10
women I've heard being challenged are dubious." I've also read the quote that the women':;
movement has as much to do with rape crisis
centers as Communism had to do with the punctuality of trains under Stalin. I can introduce you
right now to women in the western Kentucky
area who literally fought for funding to have
shelters and crisis ceruers started here. Women,
as part of the women's movement, have worked
to make their lives and communities better and
safer.

•

Moreover, Ewald pointed out that women
have recently surpassed men in receiving the
highest levels of educarion attainment Ironical·
ly, among working people with the highe~t levels
of education, the gender wage gap is the highest.
Women are not essentially less competitive or
ambitious, and though they've surpassed men in
the highest levels of education. where women
make up t2 percent of corporate boards and
executive positions and about 14 percent of Congress, with current trends, it is DOl likely we soon
will see at least as many women as men in the
highest political and corporate offices.
It disappoints me to see her complete disreprd fut blr ...._.predecessors who sacrifi~
their Oves, whO h8d"the political agenda of promoting the cause of women's equality. The
women of First and Second Wave Feminism,
who struggled for equality, were not martyrs or
saints but human beings who strugglc.'flto be
acknowledged and to spread their message. as
they struggled with the human frailties we all
possess.
Ewald told us how she, just like me, was
raised to believe she could do anything to which
she put her mind. As a young woman, she
approached a man about a job and ended up the
first woman her boss ever hired. Can Ewald take
credit for the culture into which she and this man
were thrown that found him considering her hiring as an option? Would his predecessor have
done the same? Is she implying with this story
that true equality would be available to women if
they just asked nicely, as if no feminist ever
gives individual man the benefit of the doubt or
as if history even begins to teach us that any
group in power willingly cedes it when asked
nicely'! Certainly, I've learned, in a patriarchal
society with limited spaces for powerful worn- ,
en's voices. one way to distinguish oneself and
to be heard is to tear down and bash the work of
other women.

Emily Rigdon is a Paducah resident.
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censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• Is prepared and
edited by students and Is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• Is free.
Additional copies are available lor 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.
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•Your Opinion

I just have a few suggestions for. the "Get a
date with a staff member." I think the way it is
set up is pretty lame.
It is set up like a typical singles ad. You
should think about stepping it up a notch to gain
the attention of the reader. Why don't you withhold the pictures of the people attempting to
win the date from the staff members and get the
readers involved with the choice of the perfect
person for them.
Mix some of the ideas of the popular reality
TV shows and make it fun.ltjust seems to be a
stupid gimic only ba...ed on looks. By withhold·
ing the photograph and the name of the person.
it would make it more interesting.

Rina Andrade
sophomore
Murray

Letten to the editor unfairly
criticize 'The Passion' reviewer
All this "Passion" talk has reminded me of
one thing very lucidly; Kentucky is, for the
most part. a Bible-banging state that exempts
religion from its own standards
let's forget the fact that '1"he Pa.o;sion" hao;

perhaps the bloodiest plot since ... well, anything. Normally, such a movie (had it been
about anything other than Jesus) would be
looked upon as a further rend in our moral
fiber.
The gratuitous violence would have been
decried and shouted from rooftops. But not this
movie, after all, it's about Jesus, and anything
about Jesus is fair game, no matter that it makes
"Gangs of New York" look like a light-hearted ·
comedy.
Yet. for all the bickering, there is one thing
even more fundamental and obvious that people have overlooked - the Bible maJces the
claim that it is the definitive word or God.
Why? Because it says it is.
It is true some Christians make the point that
prophecy is what sets the Bible apart from
other books and makes it The Book, and if the
prophecies had done something impressive like
hinted at the equations of light, perhaps would
be something there worth consideration.
Instead, the Bible reads like a drunk Miss
Cleo when it come..o; to predictions. Many of
them sound like this: Somewhere, sometime, a
famine or possibly an earthquake will transpire.
Well, duh. That's a pretty safe bet. I'll ignore
the prophecies that have been blatantly violat·
ed and require verbal magic to save. The point,
of course, is that vague prophecies without
specification or regard to time will, given an
adequate amount of time, come close enough
to being true that they can be interpreted as
bona fide prophecie.'i.

Other arguments come in the fonn of "so a
lot of people believe it" and "so the Bible is
really old and accurate" and hence, this has to
be from God. A lot of people have been known
historically to believe a lot of stupid things like
the belief the Earth was flat.
It certainly didn't influence the Earth much.
It just stayed spherical. As far as being really
old and accurate, it may be that much of it is
historically accurate, but just because pieces of
it are true doesn't make the whole thing true
anymore than. say, "The Odyssey."
There are, of course•.some people, as I mentioned above, who believe it is the word of God
because it says it is. So, in a similar vein, I have
a little confession to make to everyone. I'm
God. There. Now worship me. Thanks a bunch.
Perhaps the best reason to believe the Bible
is the Word of God is because of faith, and
many Christians will ultimately rely on such a
contraption to justify their belief. The problem
with faith as a justification is one can have faith
in anything, be it the Tooth Fairy, or some sort
of turtle shell that the world rests on to borrow
a famous example.
If one is willing to believe in the Bible based
on faith alone, then boy, have 1 got a deal for
them. You see, I'm pretty sure everyone owes
me an inordinate amount of money. I'm not
going to prove it through accounting, because 1
use a very new method that doesn't require it.
I run the First National Faith and Loan. So
I'm going to a.<;k everyone to wire into my
account all the funds they think they can do

without for now, and my justification is

goin~

to be faith. Simply have faith in my integrit

and my statements. Not good enough for you t
wire me funds you say? I know the feeling.
Thete really is no good reason to assume th~
Bible is the word of God. Perhaps if it predicted something explicitly even once it might
worth further examination. Perhaps if it con
tained some sort of extraordinary evidence ~
support its extraordinary claims, it might be
worth further examination. But, it doesn't, and
that's too bad.
Fervent believers would do well to bear
these things in mind before sanctimoniously
declaring a movie review slander. A movie
review, by nature, is an opinion, and the Bible
being the word or God is, and looks to always
be, merely a matter of opinion.
•

Joe Bill SChirtzinger
sophomore
Princeton
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Bush, Bible restrict marriage
Traditional definition of marriage needs revamping
In My
Opinion

jONATHAN

MEADOR

"MosT
A MERICANS
FAVOR THE
IDEA OF CIVIL
UNIONS
BETWEEN
SAME-SEX
PARTNERS ••.

YET,

MENTION

THE WORD
MARRIAGE,
AND STAND
BACK."

On any given morning, I can turn on
the news and find something of which to
be afntid.
Since 9-11, news media have preyed
on our newfound fears. Upped coverage
on terrorism, war, various flus and diseases and other things that go bump in
the night resonate in our collective
American consciousness, uniting us
against our neo-boogeymen.
With this context of fear in mind, the
topic of gay marriage stirs up much fear
in public discourse.
It is an issue oft debated, whether the
forum exists on the TV screen or the
floor of Congress. My opinion on the
subject is just another two-cent brick in
the SIOO,OOO pyramid of general complaints and grievances. There are many
arguments for and against, but it all boils
down to wordplay.
A problem people have with gay marriage is one of semantics. Most Americans favor the idea of civil unions
between same-sex partners, entitling
them to the same financial benefits
given to opposite-sex marriages. Yet,
mention the word marriage, and stand
back.
The literal meaning of the word marriage implies a union specifically
between a man and a woman. But there
are other definitions of marriage that
exclude gender specification.
You don't have to be an English major
to understand how our language
evolves. The meanings behind words
change over time to better reflect the
movings and shakings within the culture

that speaks it. As cultural ideas progress,
language plays catch up.
What we are experiencing is a regression, a cultural lag of momentous proportions, hiding behind a word whose
current definition no longer reflects our
current culture, and in the process, limiting the lives, liberties and respective
pursuits of happiness entitled to millions
of homosexual, tax-paying American
citizens.
Which brings me to my next point:
Our president is nuttier than a pile of
elephant shit. I am nether a Democrat
nor a Republican. I am an American.
And if you couldn't infer from my colorful analogy, I do not plan to vote for a
man who is actively seeking a constitutional amendment to take away freedoms from the people whose interests he
is supposed to uphold and respect.
The president has publicly made clear
that his motivation for a constitutional
ban on gay marriage stems from his religious beliefs.
What has happened to America, where
we have elected a man who makes his
decisions not from the will of the people, but from the verses of the Bible?
How far we have strayed from the ideals
of our founding fathers, how unAmerican we have let ourselves become?
Most major world religions are
opposed to gay marriage, and here is
where our fear has its origins. America
is an overwhelmingly Christian nation,
and Christians are the largest and by far
most vocal opponents of gay marriage
(George W. Bush included).

To reiterate my argument regarding
semantics, the root of the word Christian
literally means universal. While it is the
constitutional right of Christians to
freely believe whatever they want. their
religious xenophobia on this matter is
not only unaccepting of gays, but Christians within the American government
are extending their rights to infringe
upon the rights of gays. Not exactly universal, is it?
Nether homo- nor heterosexual marriage requires religious affiliation of any
kind, so religion's infamous 'feach
should not strangle gay rights as it is a
matter that should be left to the state and
not the sermon.
I have no beef with organized religion. Nor do I have any vendetta against
our president. But an underlying grievance takes issue with marriage of a different kind : The unholy matrimony
between church and state. The tenets
upon which this country was built
explicitly stated such, and although the
times they are a changin', our Jesusfueled politicians have no right to create
a nation in their own image.
If the climate of fear in this great
nation gets any higher, gays may soon
find themselves in the same boat as a
similar group of individuals who, in
1620, sought the freedom to practice
their lifestyle away from the religiouslyintolerant nation from which they set
sail.
They were called the pilgrims.

Jonathan Meador is a staff writer for
"The Murray State News."

---

'University tour
too boring,'
say visiting
•
seniors
James Harren, Crittiden County High
School senior, was Jess than pleased
with his tour of Murray State University's campus yesterday, which he said
left him bored to tears.
"I just tried to keep from poking my
eyeballs out," Harren said. "'This whole
thing was pretty lame and 1 just wanted
to go home."
Harren said the tour, which began at 9
a .m. Wednesday, went from bad to
worse when he was picked up at Sparks
Hall by his tour guide, Marcy Waters,
junior from Henderson.
"She acted like this was the best place
in the world and she couldn't be happier
to be stuck in podunk Kentucky with her
bobbing blonde ponytail," he said. "She
was way too cute and perky to be a real
college student."
Harren said he expected the tour
guide to inform him of good parties and
let him know which residential colleges
really sucked.
"Basically she just pointed to buildings and told us what they were,'· he
said. "She didn't even take us to see the
insides of them."
Harren said he: was disappointed with the lackluster tour that
included visits to Sparks Hall, the organizational communications department and a meal in Winslow Dining Hall. He said
the tour did not make him certain he wanted to attend college,
let alone Murray State University.
"I mean, I don ' t even know if I'm going to have a dorm
room or a cardboard box to live in, and all they do to entice
me into coming here is show me a dead tree and teiJ me it's a
symbol of true love," he said. "It's j ust a freaking stump with
some shoes on it."
Harren said he thought the whole idea of a campus tour was
kind of a joke.
"If I come here, I'm coming because I want an education,
not some sappy half-dead tree with some o ld shoes on it.'' he
said. "I'm not here to see the outside of your buildings."
Harren said one bright spot in his tour was the organizational communications department, where he was able to scope
out the ladies.
"On& of the best thinga abo¥! coUep is the chicks," he said.
''I'm definitely looking forward to that."
Harren· s parents, Betty and Dan Harren, said they enjoyed
the tour of the University very much.
"It seems like a clean, well-protected campus," Betty Harren
s aid. "I really enjoy the gated community fee l, knowing my
son will be protected from wandering bands of Mongols and
ravishing hordes."
Dan Harren said the only concern he had for his son is members of the University sports teams, he said sometimes seem to
be a bit on the rough side.
"As long as they start really looking into those criminal
background checks, I think my son will be just fi ne here," Dan
Harren said.
Despite his parents' approval, Harren said the overalJ campus tour was a 9.5 out of 10 on the lame-o scale.
"I'd almost rather be in school than subject myself to this
drivel," he said.

Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-news columnist for "The Murray Stale News. "

World travelers come together in Australia

by Brittany Renfro
Being in Australia in the 11 0-degree
climate, it's pretty hard not to enjoy yourself.
I've traveled all over Australia the last
four months. and with only a few days
left, I wish I could stay longer.
My favorite experience while Australia
was my trip to the Whitsundays. The
Whitsundays are the islands located in
the middle of the Great Barrier Reef, and
the area, as you can imagine, is amazing.
Twenty-six other passengers and I
sailed for three days around the islands
o n what looked like a 5-passenger sailboat. It was rough not having a shower
for three days or any privacy whatsoever,
but all that made the trip even more memorable.
I met 26 crazy, outgoing, open-minded
people and that alone made the trip
worthwhile.

My boat, "The Apollo," was filled with
people from Sweden, Denmark, Canada,
Germany, America and of course, Australia.
Most of the people I met had been traveling for the entire year and had been a ll
over the world. Many of them were living
off the money they made from one location to the other, and spontaneity had
become a huge part of their lives.
Communicating with people of other
languages and cultures was a challenge,
but after you get past the fact that we all
sound different, you realize we're really
not very different after all. All of us
wanted to see the world and do everything we could before going back to reality.
Reality did surface every once in a
while in Australia, because there were a
lot of things I did not know or understand
before I came here.
Since my campus is about 10 miles
from the beach, we have to take the bus.
Learning the bus schedule, how much to
pay. what buses go where and to always
take the No. 2 bus was very frustrating,
and communicating to the bus drivers
was a hard task.
Australian language, though very similar, can be so different. For example,
Australians love the terms "good on ya,"
"I reckon," "how ya goin'," and of
course, ••g'day mate."
After four months. I still find it hard to
fully understand exactly what they are
saying and feel rude after asking for the

Renfro/guest

Brittany Renfro tr avels to the Whitsunday Islands with a group of
tourists from various countries, while studying abroad in Australia.
third time.
Also. the food in Australia is different
in the smallest, but most noticeable ways.

Here I cannot get my green beans or macaroni s ince all they have is cheddar
cheese. and I would do anything to stay

away from the Vegernite.
The stereotype that most Americans
have about Australians is they are nice,
lazy, easy-going and party all the time.
Well, those things are true, but they are a
lot of other things as well. Most Australians 1 have met are very hard workers,
but they do enjoy their free time and
make the most of it.
The area where I live has a beach culture. People don't wear shoes (just like us
in Kentucky) and carry their surfboards
everywhere. Another thing sets A ustralians apart from Americans is that they
know so much about our culture and our
cities and our politics, and we know nothing about theirs.
Many Australians have asked me about
my views on political issues and the news
at home, and I've been dumbstruck and
had no answer to their q uestions.
Growing up in Australia, you learn
about o ther countries and what goes on in
the world and how things work much
more than is taught in the United States.
Overall, Australia is a beautiful place
with people j ust like you and me wbo
have an outlook on life that everyone
should share. More than anything, I have
learned that somewhere half-way across
the world can become like home if you
make the most of what is given to you.

Brittany Renfro is a sophomore public
relations major from Louisville.
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Democrats, Republicans debate
priority of proposed tax changes

Discovery of adlve virus
prompts vaccine recall

t.::
·,,.

FRANKfORT (AP) - State lawmakers
began heated budget negotiations Wednesday, as legislators argued over when to
deal with Gov. Ernie Fletcher's tax proposaL
House and Senate budget conferees met
jointly in hopes of crafting a state budget
that could pass the standards of both chambers of the General Assembly.
House Democrats on the committee said
they wanted to first settle the budget
debate before moving on to the state's tax
code. However, Senate Republicans
demanded conferees first decide on the
state's revenue plan.
Senate Republicans passed a state budget
that includes Fletcher's proposed tax plan.
They maintain the version that passed the
House would not be balanced without an
agreement to change the state's tax code.
House Democrats said they,want the two
matters separated into different bills, one
for the budget and one for a tax plan.

··'

Police suspect 73-year-old man
of shooting Clarkson phannacist

ATLANTA (AP) - A common rabies vaccine for humans
is being recalled in the United
States and 23 other countries
after a live strain of the virus
was found in samples made at
the same time.
Testing of Aventis Pasteur's
IMOV AX vaccine uncovered
the presence of a live PittmanMoore strain of the rabies virus,
the federal Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention said.
While · the tested lot of the
vaccine was never distributed
for public use, Aventis recalled
four other lots in the United
States. The COC said aU the
recalled lots had all passed
quality tests.
The COC said it was unlikely
that anyone who received
rabies shots from the reealled
lots could have been exposed to
the live form of the virus, but a
theoretical possibility exists.
As a result, the COC has recommended people who have
taken recalled rabies shots
rt"Ceive additional shots of the
vaccine that have not been
recalled.
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CLARKSON (AP) - A 73-year·old man
was being sought Wednesday in the shooting death of a pharmacist, police said.
Charles Terry has a lengthy criminal history and police say he might be holding a
man against his will.
Kentucky State Police investigators say
the shooting happened Tuesday night as
pharmacist Leo Marsha11 walked out to his
store's parking lot to co11ect an $18 payment from Terry, who was in the back seat
of a sport utility vehicle. Terry handed
Marshall a $20 bill, and the pharmacist was
shot when he returned with the change.
Marshall, 52, suffered multiple gunshots
to the back and head and was pronounced
dead at the scene.
A murder warrant was issued for Terry,
who had been driven to the store by a
Grayson County couple, Amelia and Toby
Davis. They were in the front seat of the
Ford Explorer. Amelia Davis told investigators she had no idea Terry intended to
shoot the phannacist.
Amelia Davis, was dropped off safely
after the shooting. Toby Davis, may still be
with Marshall against his will, Pavey said.
+ P~l~ce ~ad no mot;ive for th«J,murder.

.

Mother of twins pleads
guilty to endangerment
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)- The
woman accused of murdering
one of her twins by failing to
undergo a timely Caesarean
pleaded guilty Wednesday to
two counts of chlld endangerment.
Melissa Ann Rowland had
been charged with murder for
failing to follow doctor~;'
advice to undergo the procedure, which they said was necessary to save the life of her
twins. Under the plea bargain,
the murder charge was
'
dropped:"
Prosecutors said Rowland,
28, acted with "depraved
indiffe.rence"
when
she

April 9, 2004
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allegedly ignored doctors'
repeated warnings to undergo
a C-section to save the babies'
lives.
Under the plea agreement,
prosecutors will recommend
that Rowland receive concurrent terms of zero to five years
in prison, court probation and
admittance to a drug treatment
program.

Train accident causes
death, multiple InJuries
YAZOO CITY, Miss. (AP)
Amtrak's City of New Orleans
train jumped its tracks in a
swampy area of the Mississippi Delta, killing a 68-year-old
passenger and injuring nearly
60 other people.
The nine-car train, traveling
from New Orleans to Chicago,
derailed Tuesday night near
the town of Flora, tumbling
five or six feet off a trestle
approximately 25 miles north
of jackson.
A spokesman for Amtrak,
Dan Stessel, said 68 passengers
and 12 crew members were on
the train. He had no information on the accident's cause.
The dead passenger was
identified as Clara L. Downs,
68, from Chicago. The Mississippi Emergency Management
Agency said 58 people were
treated at hospitals, two of
them critically injured and
seven severely injured. Gov.
Haley Barbour declared a state
of emergency.
Representatives
of the
National Transportation Safety Board and the Federal Railroad Administration were at
the scene Wednesday. Lea
Stokes, of the state emergency
management agency, said the
FBI sent agents even though
the derailment was believed to
have been an accident.
The track is owned and
maintained by Canadian
National/Illinois Central Railway, Amtrak said.

Town works to rebuild
after severe flooding
PIEDRAS NEGRAS, Mexico (AP) - Skies once filled
with threatening clouds
cleared and cleanup of the
destruction caused by flooding that killed 34 people
began in a U.S. border town.
Bulldozers
rumbled
through the streets, and soldiers and city employees
tossed debris into garbage
trucks, doing their best to
pick through the rubble.
Torrential rain beginning
Sunday night caused the
Escondido River to overflow,
triggering flash flooding that
damaged
600
homes,
destroyed 150 others and left
2,000 people in shelters.
Electricity
had
been
restored to a portion of Villa
de Fuente, the working class
neighborhood hit hardest by
the floods, said Marcela
Aguirre, a spokeswoman for
Piedras Negras, a town of
200,000 some 150 miles
southwest of San Antonio,
Texas.

Spain's ldng authorbas
government fonnatlon
MADRID, Spain (AP) King
Juan Carlos on Wednesday
authorized the Socialists, surprise winners of the March 14
general elections, to form
Spain's next government.
The move opens way for
the 350·member Chamber of
Deputies, or lower house of
parliament, to vote April 16
on the Socialists' candidate
for prime minister, Jose Luis
Rodriguez Zapatero.
The Spanish Socialist
Workers Party won only 164
seats but apparently has
enough support &-om other
parties to win the 176 seats
needed for a majority.
The United Left and the
pro-Catalan Republican ~

Houston

A resident of the Villa de Fuente in Piedras Negras,
Mexico, pulls grass from the underside of 1 car perched
atop his home. Tuesday was the first day that most residents were allowed back Into the area lo examine the
aftermath of flooding that moved through the area.
Party- with 13 votes between ranean. Until now, nobody
them - have said they will
vote for Zapatero providing
he follows through on campaign promises.

Scuba team discovers
missing French plane

knew where the plane went
down.
Two pieces- from the landing gear and engine - of
Saint-Exupery's Lockheed
Ughtning P-38 aircraft were
pulled from the Mediterranean near the southern
france city of Marseille, said
Capt. Frederic Solano.
Repeated searches of the
coast failed to find the plane,
leaving the author's disappearance shrouded in mys-

PARIS (AP) - A French
scuba team has discovered
parts of the missing warplane
piloted by Antoine de Saint·
Exupery, one of France's most
beloved writers, an Air Force
official said Wednesday.
tery.
The French aviation hero
disappeared during World
War ll while flying a reron- .
naissance mission for the News in brief is compiled by
Alli~ 9ver the ~- ~issla ~,news editor. ·

~U'uat ulUqt fou&kl~

~1-PDRIVE~~~OV;;r-,.
TONIGHT AT 9 P.M.!
Cutchin Field, facing the Curris Center.

ADMISSION IS FREE!

ur own blankets, chairs, etc. movie t.b.a.

A Special Gift
is waiting for you!
From April 8-18
visit our store and receive a
free limited edition umbrella
(a $25 value) with your Vera Bradley
purchase of $75 or more.

Attention

Seniors!
SENIOR BREAKFAST
will be held Wed., April 28, 2004,
at 8:00 a.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom
Seniors and graduate students w ho are graduating
in May and August 2004 are invited to the breakfast

Visit us at one of our four convenient locations!
200 A N. 12th St.
Murray
(270) 753-3086

...,

HWY 641 South
Hazel
(270)492-8839

417 S. Sixth St.
. Mayfield
(270)251-0640

325 Main St.
Benton
(270)527-011 0

FREE OF CHARGE!
Students should RSVP to the Office of Student Affairs no later than
Wed., April 21. Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $4.50 •
from their deportment secretory or the Office of Student Affairs.

For more information contact the office at 762-6831
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Series answers questions of faith Hester residents
express concerns

by Charissa Acr ee

"The concept was something in
my mind for a long time," Mary
Kathryn Cash, senior from Fancy
When fliers bearing the words, Farm, said "Catholics are a minor"What the..." appeared on bulletin ity in Murray, and we're often misboards in stairways and elevators understood. The forum is promoton campus in January, many stu- ing an understanding among all
dents curiously responded to the faiths ."
Cash said the forum experience
invitation to attend weekly forums
discussing different faiths at Mur- has given her new perspectives
concerning religions in the world.
ray State's Newman House.
"I never knew what sel others
The ''What the.. .'' program, an
educational forum on religious apart," Cash said. "It is interesting
faiths of the world, received an to find oul what makes each one
overwhelming response from stu- different.''
Bill Duffield, Newman House
dents.
This response encouraged forum campus minister, said the openorganizers at the Newman House, minds of the students and presenMurray State's Catholic student ters has been good for everyone
organization, to continue seeking involved.
"Students
are
benefited,"
guests to present perspectives of
Duffield said. "Eyebrows get
various faiths.
Melissa Bates, junior from raised and queslions are asked. It
Owensboro and president of the has helped to eliminate a lot of
house, said the idea to start a reli- stereotypes."
Duffield thinks the forum has
gious forum began when several
students at the Newman House also helped eliminare srereotypes
began discussing how little they surrounding the Newman House.
"I think a lot of people were surknew about other faiths.
Bates said students worked with prised that the Newman House
Newman House administrators to would do something like !his." he
arrange for leaders from various said. "People are becoming more
religions and Christian denomina- interested in the Newman House
now."
tions to speak at weekly forums.
We feel we've had a good
The program began in late January and is scheduled to continue response," he continued. 'There
until the end of April. The forum are general seekers and people
discussed the Catholic, Latter-day with no religious background
Saint, Buddhist, Episcopalian, attending,"
Bates said students' responses to
Presbyterian and Jewish faiths.
The Baptist and Charismatic per- the forum are causing the Newman
spectives will also be discussed House to consider continuing the
forum in the fall, although it may
before the end of the semester.
Staff Writer

floor representative, said there are
many negative aspects of losing the
lawn.
"l think it would hurt the donn
parking lot come time for everyone
to unpack." said Hicks, senior from
Roy. Wash.
Public Safety allows students
who are moving into Hester to park
on the lawn and reduce dorm circle
traffic.
' Hicks said there are students
who would prefer the tennis courts.
Ron Cella, Hester's college
head, said he agrees the loss of the
lawn would damage the residential
college experience.
"It's a nice, very attractive green
space that every campus, I think.
should cherish and make available
to studeiu s if possible," Cella said.
He said residents are concerned
about the possible new location of
the tennis courts because of noise
and lights that might interfere with
study or sleep.
Kyser Lough, Residential College Association president. said the
RCA has agreed to support Hester
regarding this situation.
"I hope that the administration is
able to see the residents' side of the
issue and act appropriately,"
Lough. junior from Murray, said.
"It's important for our great tennis
program to have a good place to
play, but it seems that this particular location might need some more
careful consideration."

by Heather Bryant
Staff Writer

Hester College residents are concerned the green lawn next to their
residential college may be replaced
by the green concrete of new tennis
courts.
The new residence ha11 plans
show the building will overtake the
space where Purcell Tennis Courts
are located beside Regents and
White colleges.
Amanda Birkner, vice president
of Hester's Residential College
Council, said the lawn is the only
green space Hester can use.
"We're just upset at the possibility of losing our side lawn," said
BirknerJ unior from McLeansboro,

m.

She said Don Robertson, vice
president of Student Affairs, suggested those involved with Hester
express their concerns to administration.
She was satisfied with University President F. King Alexander's
response to a meeting with concerned residents and was confident
their efforts were being taken seri·
ously.
"Inside of Hester we've been
working on programs that use the
side lawn more," Birkner said.
She said the lawn is used for
cookouts, intramural practice and
the annual Hester Luau.
Morgan Hicks, Hester's sixth

Rashod Taylor/The News

J oel Simon, who is studying to be a Rabbi, explains tbe significance of the Yarmulke to the Jewish fait h.
be adapted from its current forum
Cash said she was surprised to
see people. having more trouble
understanding
non-Christian
faiths. However. the forum has
given srudents the chance to under-

stand other religious perspectives.
"Any religion deep down is
about treating others the way they
should be treated," Cash said. "We
can find a commonality among
them all.''

National association provides support for student government
by vanessa Childers
Assistant News Editor

Murray State is not a member of the recent·
ly launched American Student Government
Association, however, sever.d universities in
the nation have JOined the organi7.ation in an
effort to increase involvement.
ASGA is an advocate group for student governments at the university level in which the
organizations can find support and exchange
ideas with other institutions.
''Tile bottom line for most universities is student government's struggle for respect on their
campus," Butch Oxendine, executive director
of ASGA and president of Oxendine Publish-

ing, said. "Students usually have a negative
opinion of student government."
Founded in the fall of 2003 and launched
this spring, ASGA is a new organi1~ion for
student governments. However, 112 associa·
tions have already joined.
"(Oxendine) wanted us to jump on board und
help get it going, but I wanted something more
established before (the Student Government
Association) golinvolved,'' Josh Rose, Murray
State's SGA president, said. "I've looked at its
Web site, and it looks like a good program."
Oxendine said the organization is the flfSt to
unite higher education student governments
throughout the nation.
Rose said Oxendine contacted him in the fall

about joining the organiz.ation. but because of
SGA's limited budget. the member-.hip fees
were too expensive.
Fees for ASGA are based on the full-time
student enrollment of a university. For Murray
State, \\ith nearly 7,500 full-time studenLc;, it
would cost almost $1.000 annually to join.
''I've had a lot of contact with (Oxendine)
through e-mail, but I just wanted to make sure
<ASGA) is established before we spend money
to join.'' Rose said . "Money is tight right nt>w.''
With membership and £he annual fee, student governments have access to a list of every
university-level SGA jn the nation, receive free
legal counsel and many other benefits.
One of ASGA's biggest advocacy programs

is its attempt to increase voter turnout for student government elections.
'1'he national average for voter rumout in
student government elections is only 2 percent.'' Oxendine said. 'There are some universities that have 50 percent voter turnout, but
most universities' (turnouts are) low."
Rose said in last year's SGA election.
around 1.500 students voted. With a student
population of almost 10,000 in the 2002-03
academic year, Murray State's voter turnout
was about 15 percent.
Although above the national average, Rose
still plans to advocate student involvement in
the upcoming SGA elections April 20.
Thirty-one states are represented in the

.·:•...... •• ••

ASGA, and Oxendine said the organization has
long-tenn goals to increase that number as weJl
as the number of member student governments.
He said by 2008, he hopes to have 1,500
member student governments.
"If that happens then (ASGA) will be the
largest student group in higher education,"
Oxendine said. "In four or five years, I see
(ASGA) dictating standards for all student
governments. We are already a member of the
Council for the Advancement of Standards in
Higher Education."
Two Kentucky schools, Bellarmine and
Campbellsville universities, are members of
ASGA.
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·: Get The Latest School
'~e""S Without Getting Ink
· ~All Over Your Hands.
...

Located behind
Goody's in the
Shoppes of
Murray.
Students, why
drag it all home
and back?
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Indoor Climate Control Storage
Residential & Commercial
STORE YOUR STUFF!
•
•
•
•
•

Rates from $12 monthly
Controlled access
Video surveillance
Pest control
Open 7 days a week

Premier
Mini Storage
644 N. 12th St.
Murray
Phone: 270-753-9600
Fax: 270-753-9602

• U-Haul rentals
• No deposit required
• Air-conditioned units
• On-Site Manager
• Boxes for sale
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·---------------------Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon! ~I
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FREE PADLOCK
Premier
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Coupon good through May 31, 2004
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This -\\leek

Professor
overcomes
obstacles,
reaches goals

•Friday
•Enrollment
Prescheduling
begins for Summer
and Fall 2004.
•Tennis - Women's
Tennis vs. Samford,
2:30 p.m., Purcell
Tennis Couns.
•Movie - Drive-in
movie,
9
p.m.,
Cutchin Field. Free
admission. movie
TBA.
•Art opening
"Mystery in the
Making," an exhibit, opening reception 6 p.m., Clara
M.
Eagle
Art
Gallery.

•Saturday
•Tennis- Women's
Tennis vs. Samford,
9 a.m., Purcell Tennis Courts.
•Performance
Bill Cosby, 5 p.m.
and 8 p.m., Luther
F.
Carson Four
Rivers Center, Paducah.
Tickets,
$44.50 and $49.50.
•Supercross - Murray Supercross, 6
p.m., Calloway Co.
Fair grounds. General admission $6.

•Sunday
•National Holiday
Easter observed.

•Monday
•Forum - "What the
... is a Baptist."' 8
a.m., Curris Center
Ohio Room.
•Career
Fair
Spring
Teacher
Career Fair, 9 a.m.,
the RSEC.
•Tennis - Men's
Tennis at Austin
Peay, 2:30p.m.

•Tuesday
•Testing - GED
testing, 7:45 a.m .,
Ordway Hall Lobby.
•Meeting - Campus
Activities
Board,
4:30 p.m.. Curris
Center Tennessee
Room.
•Recital - Brass
Chamber
Music
Recital, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.

photos by Rashod Taylor/ The News

.

by Holly Wise

(Above) Miss MSU contestants line up for a group photo Saturday night after Chclsee
Thompso~junior from Murray, was cro~ned Miss MSU 2004. (Below) Thompson is overcome with emotion while taking her victory walk Saturday night.

Contributing Writer

Murray native wins Miss MSU
by jonathan Meador
Staff Writer
Saturday night a queen was born.
Chelsee Thompson was crowned winner of the Miss
MSU Pageant held in Lovett Auditorium.
"It's more than a dream come true." Thompson. junior
from Murray, said. "It's an amazing feeling ."
Titled "Ladies. Inc .. " the pageant was organized by the
Student Government Association, and MarTeze Hammonds acted as executive director.
"Basically, I was in charge of getting every little piece
of it done," said Hammonds, junior from Murray.
"I was highly pleased and haven' t heard one bad thing
(about the show) yet."'
Miss MSU was Thompson's first
experience in a pageant.
" Honestly, I was a little nervous
going into it," she said. "But when I
got out there I started having f~n
and really enjoyed it."
•""
Thompson, along with the
other 14 contestants. participated in a series of
events designed to show
the panel of judges which
contestant was most
wonhy of the crown.
The contestants danced
and strutted down the catwalk in evening wear. After some
deliberation, the judges selected the final
five.
The judges were comprised of Alecia Moore from Benton. Ill., Jeff Gregg from Nashville and Valli Kugler from
Manin, Tenn. They asked the finalists one question
apiece.
When asked what she would change about Murray
State if given the chance, Thompson stated that the University should extend its role regarding financial aid.
"(As Miss MSU). I'd like to ·make more ~cholarship
money available so that more kids would be able to experience college (who) would otherwise be unable to,'' she
said.
Thompson said she plans to use her title of Miss MSU
to influence others in a positive woy.
"I plan on using the title to be a leader on campus." she
said. "Hopefully I 'II have the opportunity to •.. promote
Murray State to high school students."

•Wednesday
•Testing - GED
testing 8 a.m., Ordway Hall Lobby.
•Meeting - Student
Government Association. 5 p.m.• Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.
•Free Dinner
Newman
House
Dinner, 5 p.m.

Sitting comfortably in his roomy office, the lights tW"Tied
down low, creating a warm welcome. Eugene Ngezem,
assisumt professor of English and philosophy at Murray
State, recalls days far less glamorous in his west African
home country. Cameroon.
For as long as he can remember. Ngezem has been
immersed in the world of academia. The road has not been
easy. and the obstacles have been many, but he has always
been determined.
At age 4, he began attending primary school. Eight years
later. he was on a dusty road, his bag on his head, walking
for hours to attend secondary school. While American 12year-old boys are concerned with soccer, pool parties and
girls, Ngezem was facing difficulties of an entirely different nature.
Ngez.em was nicknamed "professor" by his friends,
because of his desire to become a teacher. Ngezem said his
parents' illiteracy left him responsible for finding a scbool
and making all the arrangements.
This step was merely the first in an uphill climb to
achieve his goal of becoming a professor.
Ngezem attended the University of Yaounde in central
Cameroon. He said financial difficulties forced him to
work through his college career.
One of his jobs was to carry wood and plants on his head
out of the forest to the marketplace. Motioning with his
hands, Ngezem illustrated the size of the loads and said
they were very heavy and difficult to carry.
His second job was being a truck pusher. He had a twowheeled cart and was
paid to carry people's
items from the market ''Teaching native speakers is a challenge, and I
to their home. He said
his earnings were
take that challenge serisometimes only 50
ously. ''
cents per customer.
In order to graduate
Eugene Ngezem
with a bachelor's
professor
degree, Ngczem was
Enghsh
and philosophy
one of the 650 students required to
write a thesis after which five students would be chosen for
the masters program. Out of those five, two would be
selected to earn their Ph.D. Ngezem was one of those two.
Resources during college were difficult to obtain. He
said it was too expensive to order books from abroad, and
the location of the college made it difficult to get them.
In 1997. Ngezem received a scholarship in Pennsylvania
to conduct research for his Ph.D. Though he had never
contemplated teaching in the United States, Ngezem said
he began to develop a goal to live in America to, he said,
""teach and enjoy elastic freedom."
Once again, through perseverance and hard work,
Ngezem accomplished his goal.
His first three teaching positions were in Pennsylvania,
but he was unsatisfied because they were only pan-time
and he wanted an opportunity to work full-time.
Ngezem said he found an open position at Murray Statt
and after reading about the college. decided to accept the
job. He said it was important for him to work for a school
that is " high on the excellence list."
With his wife and three sons. Ngezem moved to Murray.
The obstacles Ngezem faces here in the United States
have changed from those in Cameroon.
He refers to these obstacles, such as making sure his students understand him despite his accent, as microscopic
obstacles.
"Teaching native speakers is a challenge and I take that
challenge seriously," Nge1.em said.
He has also had to adjust to the American way of life and
the American customs that might be different than the customs in Cameroon.
"The American lifestyle as a whole is very different than
the one I have lived,'" he said. ""For example, if I said, ... ' I
am inviting you for dinner tonight.· it is pure, from my
heart. American culture is to think, ' He wants to date me.·
I may give you a present and you may think there are
strings attached."

(Left) MarTeze Hammonds. junior from Murray, serenades Annie Leigh Cruse, junior from :\-larion, Ill., during Saturday's pageant (Center) Nick Garvin, senior from Murray, •forgets' to put on his pants dur:lng the opening number. (Right)
Tamyra Greer, freshman from Pinhook, Mo., and reigning Miss Black and Gold, entertains the audience \\ith a song.

Continued on page 9

KEELHAUL
CITY COUNCIL
APPROVED IT.
DON'T WORRYIT'S ONLY
TEMPORARY.

YOU'RE NOT
EVEN TRYING TO
UNDERSTAND IT!
PHILISTINE!

SOME&UY
NAMED CHRIS

OFIUW
TO SPLATTER
YOU WITH
ELEPHANT
DUNG. I
SAID SURE.

•Thursday
•Concert - Wind
Ensemble Concert, 8
p.m.. Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.

SO IT'S AN
EVENT? LIKE
THE THEATER?
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'Here Come the Brides'
drives writer to drinking

Ngezem

1. Confessions - Usher
2. Now 15 - Various Artists
3. Greatest Hits - Guns 'N'
Roses
4. Let's Talk About It - Carl
Thomas
5 . Feels Like Home - Norah
Jones

Continued from Page 8

Even though Ngezem hasn't experienced it
firsthand, he knows racism is a big problem
in American culture, and said he thinks ubout
it constantly.
"Personally I have not experienced
(racism), but it is alway:-. in my mind," he
said.
People always talk about it, he said. and he
Source: Associated Press finds himself focusing on it. He is careful of
what he says ~o :l'> not to he misunderstood.
Ngezem refers to racism as an in~isiblc
burden hanging above his head.
1. Hellboy - starring Ron Perl"(An act of racism) may come to happen at
man
one point,'' Ngezcm said. "But I don't know
where. when or why. At times it is very. very
2. Walking Tall - starring The
difficult, almost impossible, to know who
Rock
your true friend is and the impressions people
3. Scooby-Doo 2: Monsters
have on you."
Unleashed - starring Freddie
He gave two reasons for his observation.
Prinze, Jr.
"Everybody you meet gives you a smile,
4. Home on the Range - star- und in Afric<tn context such a smile would
suggest friendship," he said.
ring Roseanne •\
However, the people who smile at you one
5. The Passion of the Christ
day
may pretend not even to know you the
starring James Caviezel
next day. he said.
.
Source: Associated Press
"So smiling and saying hi does not :.ugge~t
friendship as in my country," he sail.!. "You
don't know who is close to you and who i-;
not," he said. "People hardly tell you when
1. The Da VInci Code - Dan
you are wrong. People are not open in corBrown
recting
others."
2. The Five People You Meet
In Cameroon. if someone does something
In Heaven - Mitch Alborn
wrong. there will be someone there lO point it
3. 3rd Degree - James Patter- out. The offender will apologize and the issue
son and Andrew Gross
will be dropped, Ngezem said, sweeping his
4. The Last Juror - John
arms to indicate safery.
Professor Emmamiel Ngwang. The nome
Grisham
slipped off his tongue with ease and a :;mile
5. Can You Keep a Secret
creased his face as he reached for a pen and
Sophie Kinsella
paper to write the name down.
''He was a very. very good teacher."
Sourc(': Associated Press

by justin Bontrager

By the third song, "I Got a Gun" (Not
I'VE Got n Gun - they are metalhcads
remember'?), they start to mix things up u
Hair Metal is back from the dead. some- bit, lapsing into an Alice In Chains-rneetswhat I guess. The Darkness is playing sold Acrosmith groove that does not suck. but it
out concerts across the country. and iL'i dues not really rock either. The sixth song
videos are in heavy rotation on MTV.
on the disc, "Natural Born Killer;-,," sounds
You can catch numerous package shows like it could have been cullct.l from n Guns
featuring former arena icons such as Great 'N' Roses outtake and the followmg song.
White. Whitesnake and White Lion at COl!n- "Life," sounds like acmss between Jammy
ty fairs and Indian casinos almost anywhere Eat World und Queen- very weird. I hate it
in the states. Adolescent mall punks nation- when bands like this try to be "diver:-c.'' just
wide are discovering the Velvet Under- rock damn it! At the same time, though, it
ground and David Bowie when Motley docs display a great (if not unique) vocal
Crue and Iron Maiden were still popular. talent in London LeWhatc!ver.
So, it makes perfect sense that some of MetThe biggest highlight of this disc, howeval's past purveyors would reunite to cash in er, is the return of Tracii Guns -one of the
on the hype.
metal ages most overlooked guitarists. He
Brides of Destruction unites the talents of nips killer leads and rhythms all over the
Motley Crue bassist und songwriter Nikki place making me almost nostalgic for L.A.
Sixx with L.A. Guns guitar virtuoso Tracii Guns.
Guns. Drummer Scot Coogan has been in a
Overall, Brides of Destruction sounds
bunch of bands no one has ever heard of like it would be a great live band (especialand has spent the la'it however many years ly after drinking about 14 Vodka Collins').
as a studio musician (e.ven slamming the Unfortunately the club vihe is hard tu cnpskins for once-popular "boy band" All 4 ture in the studio and "Here Come the
One to earn a living). Singer London Brides" is not a CD I would spend vast
LeGrand has a name that sounds like he is a amounts of time listening to unless I hnd 18
rock star, but he never actually made it to Vodka Collins'- five heers, a glass of wtne
stardom. Together the Brides have been and three shots of whiskey only got me u
touted as the best thing to hit L.A.'s Sunset song and a half into this hefore I tumed il
Strip since the ever popular Starbucks.
off.
The disc kicks off with "Shut the F**k
My drinking problem should be un tndiUp," a blistering dose of New York Dolls cator of the quality of the hand. Still, I
on amphetamines rock that veers closer to would rather listen to this 24-7 than listen to
punch than Poison. The second track. "I 24 seconds of the stuptd Dave Matthews
Don't Care" (Wow, are they painting big Band.
red targets on their backs for critics to aim
at?), follows the same sonic trend.
Obligatory Grade: C+
Film/Music Reviewer

• Movies

SULLIVAN'S

Rashod Taylor/The News

Eugene N'gezem came to America in
1997 from Cameroon west Africa '!ith
his wife and three sons.
Ngezcm said. " Very smart and caused me to
do things I thought l could not do."
Ngwang .>ent Ngczern to teach his classes
and then sat in the back to obsen·e him. He
said Ngwang would take notes and say he
learned much from his studcn(s reaching.
"lie is still my academic father,'' Ngezcm
said with fondness. ''He's still playing that
role."
His goals have taken hard work to accomplish. and he is very proud of his achievements. He is just as happy to be working at
Murray State.
"My students work very hard," he said.
"My perspective; I think the students here ure
very respectful."

PAR 3 GOLF & SPORTS CENTER

Ill'\ I «.ln-.-. • 111'1 '\\II " ' \1{
IS I loll-' • IIU-2tHI 'ard,

PUBLIC WELCOME
L\<l'lknt For lh·:.:innin;.: (;olh·r.,!

GOLF LESSONS: $20 - PGA Pro Lynn Sullivan
SOft Off 18 Holes (Exp. 5/8/04)

18 Holes ..................$5
Weekends & Holidays .....•..$8
Golf Carts, 18 Holes ••...•...$7
Driving :Range •.•.........$2.25
Miniature Golf ....•... ...••.$2
Baseball & Softball Cages ...$0.50

Mak1 JOMr pltuu NOWfor this yttu'J ftm filhd EIJStlr tvtm!
Bring your children to the Wild Raspberry. S.tturday, April lOth from 10-2 and
have their picture made free with the Easter Bunny. Then, mom or dad sit down
and scrapbook their picture to enter in our Easter page contest, while the children
create their own ~pecial Easter decoration. We will have a ba.~ket of Easter eggs
tilled with discounla to draw from for a special price on your purcha.\C for the
occasion. Hop on' into the Wild Raspberry April lOtbl

We Ofier Junior Rates!
1647 N. 16th St. • Murray, KY • 753-1152

fl,.ll.A~

China

Buffet

sp,.in(J
sp11.eials!

t'/I'R'' Moming IO.Iiuon

V.e.:k~nd

E.dllion

Momtng Cllls$tct.

Mu"c Fnun tho
1-ront l'or.:h

A t•r:Julc! ffunn:

CornJ"'nint)

"Open hearts, open minds, open doors."

First United Methodist Church
504 Maple St. • Murray • 753-3812

J'crfomiiUIL'e 1 <Kill)

St.ttelinc llluc~

..

CnfcJan

7""
all
"eeasiiJns ...

Church Schoo1 ......................................9:50 a.m.
Worship ..............................................] J:00 am.

Compililion

~

birthdaysJ
anniversaries,
or just because.

We would like to invite you to join us
in worship and fellowship at

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
of Anderson, IN

PASTOR 10 a.m. WOfship Service • 5 p.m. Bible Study: t
Allen
Everyone Welcome! Come as you are!
Waid
(270) 293-7790 • americascogOhotmail.com

SpJ«lH(J
7JtJ14fUil~S

Op~n

Hearts ... BEGINNING
Open Minds...
EASTER
Open Doors...
SUNDAY

al'll

BENTON FIRST U.M.C.

753-2159

Hwy 641 Bypass • 527-3990

We now have "pull on tires" - name brand, almost new!

EVERY DAY: Oil/filter only $18.95
Up to 6 quaPts ot a basic bl'and oil! . .___.

ln!

or visit us on the
Court square
412 Main Street

-------..
<-. .£}lew C.ife ehristian {
~i

MECHANICS ON HAND DAILY!
Mon. - Sat. • 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

t>r

Bookstore

"CefeGrate the 'Rlsen Chr{st!"
MSU STUDENTS
20%0FF ANY 1 FULL PRICE ITEM IN STORE.

GooD THROUGH APRIL 24, 2004
LIMIT 1 CoUPON PER CUSTOMER.

COME ON IN!I NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED!!
OUR TEAM OF MECHANICS IS QUALIFIED/

(bring in coupon)

GET THE BEST SERVICE AT A GREAT PRICE where "The Golden Rule" is our policyl

5th Qlld }tfaln • '153-1622 • www.ttewllfe·bookstore.com

"""'1.--·--

Located at 507 S. 12th St. (next to Log Cabin Restaurant) 759-0003

'
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......... .................
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A titan of a dream
Cheerleading auditions further seniorS life-long goal
by Liz Smith
Staff Writer
Out of 200 women. Murray State
senior. Casey O'Daniel, was chosen,
along with 49 others. to attend the final
round of the Tennessee Titan Cheerleader auditions. scheduled to take place
at 2 p.m. on April 25 .
The finah, which will be broadcast
live on television, are the culmination of
a series of tryouts that began with preliminaries March 27.
"The auditions that day took 11
hours." s aid O'Daoiel. from New Johnsonville, Tenn. "We were put in groups
of three (arranged alphabetically) and
taught half of a long hip-hop dance. You
had just one chance. which lasted 30 seconds, to show the judge:. what you could
do."
Once all the contenders had performed
the routine, the scores were tallied, and
the rune judges announced who would
be moving on to semifinals the same
day . Fifty were cut. The remaining
W<lmen were again arranged in groups of
three and taught the second half of the
dance.
The choreography included double
turns. leaps. a pas de barre and a three-

Casey O'Daniel
step tum . The women were shown the
minute-long dance only three times
before they were expected to audition .

"I was excited, but a little bit nervous
going into it," O'Daniel said ...There
was a lot of pressure for me to make it
through that round."
The pressure was on because O'Daniel
had previously made it past the semifinals. This was her second time at the
Baptist Sports Park for a chance at one
of the 30 slots open to women on the 40member squad.
"Last year, 1 didn't expect to make it
as far as I did (finals)," she said . .. , just
tried out for the experience and to prepare myself for this years auditions ."
O'Daniel began preparing to become a
Titans Cheerleader at a young age.
She began cheering, tumbling and
dancing when she was 30 years old anu
continued through college as part of the
Murray State cheerleading squad.
"Every little girl has dreams. and this
is one of mine," O'Daniel said. "Just to
have the opportunity to represent the
Titans, be a role model and meet all
kinds of new people would be an amal·
ing thing."
The following Monuay, O'Daniel
received news that she had once again
made it past the semifinals, along with
60 other women.
She was then scheduled to attend a 20·

minute interview with the trainer. assistant coach and head coach of the Titans
Cheerleaders April 4.
"They asked rne why I wanted to be a
Titan~ Cheerleader and what my plans
are for the future." ~he said. " Right now,
I'm student teac hing at Nonh Calloway
Elementary. and I"d like to coa\:h cheerleading at whatever elementary ~-;chuol I
end up at. Being a Titans Cheerleader
would be a good experience to have."
The training .schedule is also ideal for
a te;tcher. Practices are held three days u
week , May through August. but only
twice a week from September until
March. Although the cheerleaders do not
get paid for games, they do cam money
by making public appearances.
According to the Titans Cheerleaders
\Veb site. www.titansonline.com, the
squad has performed at the Pro-Bowl in
Hawaii. the Super Bowl Fiesta in Mexi co City and traveled overseas to Japan.
Guam and Korea on a military tour, The
cheerleaders have also been featured in
.. Rolling Out Magazine" and "Ebony."
"Because you have to try out every
year. I got to talk with some of the
(women) who were on the squad in
2003," said O'Daniel. "They told me it
was a lot of work, but th;H it was a

chance you don't want to turn down. The
rewards are wonh the effon."
One effort all Titans Cheerleaders
must make concerns their physical beauty. During auditions, contestants are
expected to have hairstyles that are "natural and compliment one's features."
and hide any evidence of piercings or
tattoos, according to the Titans Cheerleaders Web site.
When scoring the women, judges not
only take into consideration their personality. talent, professionalism and
spirit. but their appearance as well.
"You have to be in shape; you can't be
overweight." explained O'Daniel. "ll's
not all about dancing. Image is very
important."
f
O'Daniel is preparing to go to the
Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center's Presidential Ballroom to
compete in the final round of auditions.
The women will learn choreography for
five separate dances every Wednesday
before final:. . Practices began March 31 .
"Once at finals , the judges will call up
one group of three at a time and tell them
to either perform dunce No.I, 2, etc. It's
all random,'' O'Daniel said .
The women will find if they made the
cut April 25.

New project attempts to boost civic involvement on campus
American Democ:ra~

courtesy of campu>.murray,tate.eduliwcbl~urveys/adp/

by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writer
According to the Murray State
University StrcJtegic Plan, one of the
characteristics of Murray State gruduates is that they will "understand
the importance of and engage in ethical behavior and responsible citi·
1enship"
ln an atlempt to ensure Murray
State graduates achieve this under-

standing, the University has joineJ
with the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities and
144 public institutions across the
country in the Amcriqn Democracy
Project.
The AASCU deftnes the project
as "a multi-campus initiative that
seeks to create an intellectual and
experiential understanding of ~.:ivic
engagement for undergraduates
enrolled at institutions that are

members of the AASCU. The goal
of the project is to produce graduates who understand and are commilled to engaging in meaningful
actions as citizens in a democracy."
Heading up the initiative at Murray Srate are Assistant Provost Tim
Todd and Sandra Jordan. Jordan,
dean of the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts and interim vice
provost, said the first step is assessing civic involvement through an
Internet survey.
Available through RacerNet, the
survey asks students (in a separate
version. faculty members) to
respond to a number of questions
concerning their involvement and
interest in civic and volunteer activities.
··we need to see where we are as

Resident Adviser, office worker, Web design instructor, science
teacher and freshmen experience coordinator positions available
for Upward Bound's five-week residential June 6- July 8, 2004.
RESIDENT ADVISERS - must be at least 21 years of age & have completed 2 or more years of college with at least a 2.5 GPA. Experience as a resident
adviser preferred but not required. Experience working with high-school-aged
students and excellent documentation and interpersonal skills required. Male
and fema le positions available.
OFFICE WORKER- must be at least 21 years of age and available to work
during the day and maybe some evenings. Ability to work well with a large
group of students, answer the phone and deliver messages a must.
WEB DESIGN INSTRUCTOR - must be at least 21 years of age & have
completed 2 or more years of college with at least a 2.5 GPA. Person will teach
a Web design class from June 7- July 10, 2004.
SCIENCE TEACHER- must be at least 21 years of age & have completed
2 or more years of college with at least a 2.5 GPA. Person will teach classes
. with labs to high school students during the Upward Bound summer program
from June 7-July 10, 2004.
FRESHMEN EXPERIENCE COORDINATOR- must be at least 2 I years
of age & have completed 2 or more years of college with at least a 2.5 GPA.
Person will plan the activities for 3 days that students will be on campus. Must
be able to work extremely flexible schedule for 5 days, June 27-July 1, 2004.
Send a cover letter indicating area of interest, resume and names, and phone
numbers of three references to Myra Yates, Director, Upward Bound,
Murray State University, 21 TRIO Building, Murray KY 4207 I -3344.

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS MAY 3, 2004.
Employment is dependent on grant funding. Women and minorities
encouraged to apply. Murray State is an EEO, MIFID, AA employer.

an institution," Jordan said. "We
need to take stock of where we stand
and how important civic engagement is to our students."
Though the survey focuses on the
volunteer aspect of the program.
Jordan noted civic engagement is a
hroad, multifaceted term, covering
everything from volunteering to
understanding government to voting
in elections.
So far, only 95 students have participated in the ~urvey~ however,
Jordan is hopeful numbers will
increase in the corning weeks as
phone calls are made to campus
organizations.
Jordan said the results from the
survey will give the University a
reference benchmurk once funher
steps are taken in the ADP.

tl

•

One step, currently 1n the tenta- · Murray and Calloway County area.
tive planning !'tages, would bring Visitors to the site could choose an
copies of the New York Times into area of interest and then view volunclassrooms across campus begin- teer opportunities in the area.
"It will give students at Murray
ning next fall . The New York Times
partnered with the AASCU in the State a way to locate things they
creation of the program.
might be interested in donating their
Jordan said various courses will time to," Jordan said. "What would
be selected to receive the papers on be worse than someone who wants
a dally basis, with professors inte- to help in the community not being
gnlting the paper, and its coverage nble to give their time?"
Jordan stressed that a major factor
of national and international news.
behind Murray State's participation
into the class.
''Engagement at that level would in the ADP is student involvement.
··we will move forward based on
he so significant," Jordan said . "The
students in those classes wouiJ get a student response," he said. "The students drive these initiatives."
free New York Times every day.''
For more information or to particAnother possible offshoot of the
survey will be n Web site listing ipate in the student or faculty surcontacts and program intilrmation vey, visit campus.murraystate
o n volunteer organizations in the .edu/iweb/surveys/adp/.

UPDATE YOUR ID
April13-1 5

Three days only!
MURRAY
STATE
UNIVERSITY

• Must turn in
current valid I D.
• Not good
for lost card.

Reminder: With four weeks left In the semester,
students with lower meal plans may soon start running out of meals.
Please check with any food service cashier of the Racer Card Office.

Racer Card Office: located on the 1st Floor of the Curris Center.
-

Hours ofO eration: Mon.- Fri. 8 a.m . -4:30p.m.
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'Mystery in the Making'
OMAS exhibit important for art students
through OMAS to give studcms an opportunity to showcase their best work. This
year the show is titled "Mystery in the
Swanky attire and fine art will lill the Making." Throughout the reception, there
C lara M. Eagle Art Gallery tonight at the will oc a my~tery theme presented like u
opening of "Mystery in the Making,'' the skit.
The shuw is a black tie event. but some
Organization of Murray Art Students'
take black tie to a different level tn make
show.
The show is an annual event produced the show a little more interesting. While
some students decide to wear formal dress.
t)thers will wear shorts and aT-shirt with a
black tic,
P<lrlicipatinn in this show is particularly
special for art 'tudents because their pieces
ure evaluated by professional artists.
There arc two professionals this year
who wtll be judging the art, Lunie Gannon,
wood sculptor and sculpting professor
from Belmont University, and Curtb
Steele. graphic designer nnu photographer
from Arkansas State University
Having professionals look at and evaluute the student's work makes the" show one
of the most pre-stigious exhibits all year,
" lr's n pretty big deal because it's the
most
imponant time of year for students 10
Maggie Sasso's ' Light Green' a nd
put up their work;' junior Jessica Brown
C heyenne C hapman's 'Pitcher's' await fwrn Paducah anu president of OMAS.
critique by visiting professional artists.
said.

b y Allison Light

A~si:,tnnt Colle~e Lite Editor

CLUES ACROSS

1. & & &
5. Gold medal
swimmer
10. Anglo-Saxon theologian, c.7oo·
14. Cold wind
15. Forearm bones
16. Mass of matter
17. In a way, gambles
20. A way to enclose
21 . Ways
22. A liquid used for
printing
23. 0ceans
25. Study
29. Clerk
33. Declare a view
34. _ Lilly, drug
company
35. Macaw
36. Kings of Persia
37. Relative status

40. Make lace
41. Abel's brother
(Bible)
43. Inscriptive
44. Creeping European clover
47. Provide relief for
48. Assistant
49. OHicial (abbr.)
50. Cruises
53. Like an architectural feature
58. Clinton book
61. In a way, walked
62. Plains housing
63. Prevaricated
64. Musical award
65. Attendsto
66. Other
CLUES DOWN
1. A French abbot
2. Person, place or
thing

3. In a way.
changes
4. Window frame
part
5. Lying face
upward
6. Describes a
sound
7. German woman's name
8. Pacific food fish
9. Japanese Buddhism
10. Detour
11. _gate, lengthen
12. Fake (hockey)
13. University town
in Iowa
18. Wakes
19. Wings
23. Gallery
24. Anciefll Olympic
Site
25. Stations

lt is a privilege to get pieces into the
show and highly competitive. This year.
there were 300 pieces submitted, a nd o nly
I()(J were selected by the jurors to be in the
show.
Brown said it is good to have a nice variety and balance of two-dime nsional and
three-dimensiona l art to be exhibited in the
show.
After the opening reception, there will
be an awards ceremony where some artists
wi ll be awarded scholarship money for the
pieces submitted. In addition to the monephotos by Jim Byant/Cuest
tary awards, Brown said awards a lso are
given by students, facu lty, staff, commu- Junior Maggie Sasso, from Almo, and senior Kimberly Ritch, from Marnity members and the dean.
ion, prepare the Clara M . Eagle Art Gallery for installation of I he OMAS
The show runs from tonight until Friday exhibit.
May 7, but opening night is the main event
because that is when the pieces are evaluSophomore from Murray Joe Jackated by the judges. T he opening reception
son's, ' Meathouse on Fire' and post
begins at 6 p.m in the C lara M. Eagle Art
baccalaureate from Murray, Nick
Gallery on the 6th floor of the Fine Arts
Croghan's ' Untitled' are displa)·ed at
Building, a nd the awards ceremony w ill
the 'Mystery in the Making' ar r
fol low at 7 p.m. Brown said this show pulls
exhibit thai opens tonight " i th a
in a d iverse crowd.
"There's a lo t of people who aren't just
reception at 6 p.m. and awards cereurt majors that come," Brown said. "A lot
mony following where art students
of (other) students and comm unity people
will
have the chance to receive schola lso (attend),"

arship money for their pieces.

26. Hebrew unit of
dry measure
27. Noosed rope
28. A transuranic
element
29. River territory,
New Guinea
30. American state
31. Any plant of the
family Araceae
32. _ Drew, girl
detective
36. Extremely angry
39. Stomach
41. Arctic fish
42. Someone who is
highly skilled
45. Illness
46. Jeopardy
47. Counts on
49. Wandered
50. Location
51. Tiny bit of substance

52. An Individual unit
53. A strip of land
54. Young woman
(French)
55. Complete a
pass, in football
56. In a way, develops

57. Give advice,
explain
59. African nation
(abbr.)
60. Understand
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Select your roommates and reserve your
room online at www.MurrayPlace.com
At Murray Place you get the best of the best.
We offer four-bedroom four-bath and
two-bedroom two-bath apartments.
Amenities Include:
• Private bedroom and bathroom
• Individual leases
• Fully furnished living room: sofa, oversized chair, coffee table,
end table, entertainment center, bar stools and built in kitchen table
• Washer and dryer in each unit
• Rent includes cable, water and electricity
• Clubhouse with: Foosball, Ping-Pong, Billiards and 1Vs.
• Community with: Fitness center, barbecue grills and picnic areas,
lighted tennis court and a sparkling swimming pool
• Walk-ins welcome to tour our model

Reserve a room for the fall and your name will be
entered into a drawing for one month's free rent

www.MurrayPlace.com

1700 Lowe's Drive • Murray, KY • 759·3003
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Music professors' travels inspire eclectic
decor including musical instuti:nents, dolls
With the help of an independent contractor, the Steffa~
were able to design and customize their horne including high
ceilings, ~eluded livings quarters, an outdoor deck and a 3On the comer of Htmnatige Drive and Wiswell Road sits a sided wood·buming fireplace in the center of their home.
"We decided from the beginning we wanted it to be the
quaint little house accented by a small stone walkway surcenterpiece (of the bouse)," said Nancy Steffa, director of the
rounded by greenery and foliage.
However, ju.st beyond the skillfully crafted woodwork of String Project preparatory progmm for preschool student~.
"We really enjoy the fireplace a lot,.. ~id John Stcffa.
the fronr door resides the lives and memories of two very
adding that the fireplace is not just an elaborate decomtion,
experienced worldwide travelers.
· John and Nancy Steffa have spent much of their lives trav- but also a valuable heating source for the house during the
eling the world and even more bringing the world into their winter months.
However, the main attractions of the Steffn hou~hold are
home.
1lleir adventures have taken them as far as Alaska, Peru, the antiques and artifacts they have collected during their
Tibet and Africa. The Steffas have scaled Mount Kiliman- international exploits.
"We really appreciate hand-made things.'' Nancy Steffa
jaro, white-water rafted through the Gmnd Canyon, hunted
monkeys in Habsaba and climbed 17.000 feet to the ba~ said. "(During our travels) we discovered the we are fond of
(baskets and rugs)."
camp of Mount Everest.
This fondness is prevalent in the kitchen and living room
Still, of all the places the Steffas have been and seen, they
decided to make Murray their perma- of the Steffa house. The walls and shelves are decorated with
hand-woven rugs and baskets reflecting the many different
nent home.
"We buill this house four cultures and artistic styles they have encountered.
"Many of the shops (where we purcha~ the items) carry
years ago," said John
Steffa, professor of many of the goods made by local craft-; JX'"Ople," said John
music theory and com- Steffa. "(These. kind of shops :;erve as) an outlet for local
position in the Murray artists:·
The Stcffas' dining room also has a touch of international
State music department "We were sort of flair. African sculptures adorn the tables and cabinets, Brazillucky (This neighbor- ian curtains line the windows and an alpaca <..kin drapes over
hood) is a nice. quiet the Steffas' couch. However, nothing holds more ofthe Steffas' memories than the collection of more than 50 dolls and
place (to live)."
marionettes that fill the dining room cabinet.
"Some of these (dolls) are from trips my parents made,"
said Nancy Steffa.
The dolls include everything from Buddhist animal gods to
an Eskimo doll carved out of whale bone.
The Steffa's love for music is also a visible theme in their
home. Their entertainment center is lined with video cassette
recordings of the musical ex(>l!riences they have seen during
their trips.
"When we go on our travels one of <)Ur main
goals is to encounter mu.-;ical activity,"' John Stef.
fa said. "It is really eao;y to pick up music if yuu
know where to look for it,.
The Steffas' home will only continue to grow
as a cultural trea.'>ure trove. They are currently planning a trip to India for a showcase of John Steffas· mu~i
cal works. However. they will continue to live by the rule that
has governed most of their travels.
"We have avoided repeal visits (to places) because there
are so many things to do and so many people to meet,"
John Steffa said.

by Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer

photos by Matta Barnard/The News

(Left) Unusual musical instruments are
common throughout
tbe house. As music
professors, the Steffas look for such
items on their extensive travels.

(Above) Tbe Steffas showcase a few or tbe
dons they have accumulated while traveDing
throughout the world. The collection
includes over 50 dolls.
(Below) A painting depicting African culture is just one of many ecclectic pieces tbe
Steffas use to decorate their borne.

John Stdfa displays a handmade African
instrument called a sarangee. Nancy learned to
play some music on this instrument in Africa.
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New- Officers
President ........................................................................ Chasidy King
Executive Vice President ............................................April Hamlin
Membership Education Vice President ..................Brittany West
Recruitment Vice President....................................}essica Crockett
Director of Social Enrichment ................................Kacey Rowsey
Director of Standards and Ethics ............................Ashley Ireland
Treasurer ..................................................................Deirdre Buckley
Assistant Treasurer ............................................Miranda Robinson
Historian .......................................................................... Andrea N all
Recording Secretary ............................................ Emily Christopher
Corresponding Secretary .............................. Amanda Hemingway
Form.al Recruitment Chair ..........................................Amanda Pate
Chaplin ..........................................•.................Amanda He111ingway
Sports Chair ...................................................................... Kelly Kreft
Property Manager ...................................................... Krissa Dudley
Public Relations ................................................................Katie Ernst
Panhellenic Delegate ................................................Joanie Balbach
Panhellenic Representatives .................:................Megan Dod~on
Caitlyn Ikenberry
Guard .............................................................................. Kellie Rahi j a
New Member Coordinator ......................................Destiny Gearin
Spirit Chair ............................................................Elizabeth Cawein
Leadership Chair ......................................................Kristine Brown
Alumnae Relations ..................................................Melissa Proctor
Music Chair ..............................................................Sarah Whitfield
Gift Mart .......................................................................... Diane Nunn

~
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New Metnbers
Elizabeth Cawein
Emily Christopher
Andi Denney
Megan Dodson
Jessica Ferguson
Jessica Gallivan
Kori Geary
Misty Hays

Amanda Hemingway
Kelly Kreft
Jill McCall
Diane Nunn
Katie Noel
Kortni Reese
Kelly Rotbnan
Trista Meade

Engagetnents & Weddings
Ashley Crider
Kelly Kreft
Amanda Pate

Amy Richerson
Becky Swatzel

4.0s for Fall2003 Setnester
Joanie Balbach
Jessica Crockett
Krissa Dudley
Amanda Lisembee

Lisa Schapira
Brittany West
Sarah Whitfield

Student Atnbassadors
Deirdre Buckley
Elizabeth Cawein

Jessica Crockett
Anne Rothenburger
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The women~s novice four squad hoist their coxswain, freshman Sara Glenn, before tossing her into Kentucky Lake after tbeir win Saturday.

Women win three events, men take third at Racer Regatta
by Lauren Heins
Staff Writer
The women's rowing team
swept Racer Regatta earning three
first-place fmishes last weekend at
Kenlake State Resort Park in
Aurora, on the 1,700-meter Ledbetter racecourse.
The men's rowing team earned
two third-place finishes in the varsity fours and in the varsity eight
race.
The women were victorious in
the varsity four race. They placed
first with a time of 7:35.90, beating second-place Northwestern
State University who had a time

of 7:40.90. Xavier University
came in third with a time of 7:50.
"We had some good improvements from the week before,"
team captain and senior varsity
rower Natalie Wendt saiJ. ..Our
stroke rates were really high,
which is good; we need lo stay
really fast to compete with the fast
schools."
Head Coach Bill McClean said
the races la.o;t Saturday were needed after the losses in St. Louio;,
"Wj; Qvercame the St. LQ4is
race results, and the women
worked together to improve,"
McClean said. "With more opportunities, more races, the better the

team becomes."
The weather was clear for the
Racer Regatta , the water was
unusually calm for this time of
year.
"The water was great, a little
choppy with the motor boats ru n·
ning in and out of there," sophomore rower Simon Grout said.
"The day before at practice, we
had the worst conditions in Ledbetter that I had ever seen. Race
day was beautiful though:'
Kentucky Lake has been chopPY for regattas in the past. The
team was pleased the conditions
were suitable and comfortable,
which Wendt said is something

Women's vanity eight rows in their bead-to-bead race against the Xavier Musketeers at the
Racer Regatta April 3. The crew was victorious by 46 seconds and took all three races.

that does not happen very often.
"I'm so glad the water conditions were good for the other
schools at our race:• Wendt said.
"It was a very relaxed atmosphere,
which is hard to come by, everyone stayed really calm and stayed
focused on their races...
McClean said he was also
happy with the conditions and the
performance of his team at the
coveted event.
In the novice fours race,
MSU' s A crew glided pa~t the
other crews with a time of7:10.70
to finish more than 30 seconds in
front of second-place Rhodes College who had a time of 7:40.90.
The Racers' B crew was third with
a time of 8:01.60. Northwestern
State was fourth at 8:04.
The varsity women successfully
dominated the waterway with
head-to-head competition, finishing 46 seconds ahead of Xavier in
the varsity eight race. The Racers
crossed the finish line with a time
of 6:40.10, leaving Xavier behind
with a time of 7:26.60.
The men's rowing team put up a
strong tight at lhe Racer Regatta.
Grout. who sat in three seat for the
novice four race and bow seat in
the varsity eight race, said the
men's team is gaining great experience wilh every race.
"We were more synchronized,
coming through the recovery,
rolling up at the same time and

placing our blades together out
there," Grout said. "We could
hear the boat sing, when we were
rowing together."
The men's team is made up
mostly of new rowers this year,
who have never had any previous
rowing experience. Grout said the
competition was tough.
"The men on our team were
soccer players and track runners
in high school; our team is mostly
novice, and we are just getting
used to it, where our competitors
hllve been rowing since high
school." Grout said. "We have
really come together as a team."
New to the Racer Regatta was
stroke-by-stroke
commentary
from pontoon boats alongside the
racecourse. Spectators enjoyed
the scenic Kentucky Lake close to
the n1arina of Ledbetter as they
cheered on the rowers.
Grout said Racer Regatta was a
successful race for Murray State
and is very supportive of both
teams.
"l was really proud of everybody, especially the women,"
Grout said. "They blew everyone
out of the water. it was good to see
thaL I think they did a great job
putting the whole regatta together."
Murray State hosts Eastern
Michigan in a head-to-head meet
this Saturday at the Kenlake State
Resort Park in Aurora.

.
'

Turkey scouting, gun project final preparation for upcoming season
My trip to Alabama fell
rhrough at the last minute this
past weekend, so I've still got
this turkey-hunting itch that
needs to be scratched. I'm
afraid l' II have to wait until
Kentucky's opening day, April
15, to take care of it.
I decided, after learning of
the trip cancellation. my weekend would be best spent at
home scouting for turkeys and
working on a project - building
lhe ultimate turkey gun .
Now, l've got an oiJ 870
Wingmaster with a 3-inch
chamber <~nd a fixed full choke.
That old gun predates interchangeable choke tubes, but
it will turn a turkey target into a screen door at 3,5 steps
and put a gobbler on the ground with authority. The

trouble is. it's got dings and scratches and rust spots
here and there, as weU as gunk stuck to it from camouflage tape I put on it then peeled off years ago. Basically. it shoots well but it's not very pretty to look at.
Last Christmas, my folks bought a fine Browning
Gold gauge autoloader for me. It's complete with a
sleek special-purpose black finish and a gold-plated
trigger as well as several choke tubes, including a
Hastings "Super Full Turkey Tube." That tube is
designed to make a shotgun shoot more like a rifle. I
hunted with it some last year. and it did a pretty good
job.
This year I decided to make that gun even more
effective. Honestly, I just tried to make it even cooler
looking. l bought an accessory rail w rnount atop the
gun and planned to use a red dot scope I had at home.
I'd bought the scope a few years ago put on an AR-15
rifle. I ended up selling the ritle and keeping the scope
because the scope was just plain neat. I figured my gun
with that scope would be a turkey-slaying machine.

The trouble with this setup was. well, several differ-

em things. For starters, the factory-set screws that
came with the scope weren't long enough to mount the
scope to the gun securely. I made a trip to the hardware
store early Sunday morning (nearly an hour's drive
since none of the local stores were open) and bought
some sturdier nuts, bolts and washers. After mounting
the scope on the gun with these, I had a fine example
of redneck ingenuity. I knew there was no way lhat
scope would come off.
I settled in behind the stock of my gun with a 3-inch
high-velocity turkey load and took aim at a target a few
hours after my hardware store run. I smiled to myself
as I lined the red dot up on the target, knowing I had
the neatest, most sophisticated turkey gun possible.
Most of the scope stayed put when I shot. The trouble was, those red dot scopes are really designed for
lighter-kicking guns (like an AR-15) than a gauge
magnum. The fact that it was bolted in so tightly a
sweat bee could get trapped underneath didn't help

much either. T he internal lenses of the scope shoo\
loose and caved in, and the red dot disappeared. When
I looked the gun over, the scope made a rattling noise
inside. It didn't take much thought to realize it was
probably broken.
I was more than a little disgusted. to be sure. I to~
my creation inside and removed the scope. As I diq
this, I noticed the old 870 in the corner. I grabbed It,
tacked up another turkey target and obliterated i'i.
When 1 got to thinking about it (thinking being the key
word), I figured the turkeys would never know th<>y
weren't being shot with an ultra-high tech turkey !.layer. l took the old gun in, wiped it off with an oily rag
and placed it near my turkey vest. It'll be waiting there
for me on opening day.

.'

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist for "The Mur·
ray Stare News. "

Looking Ahead •.•
Men's Baseball Standings

ovc
APSU
JSU
EKU

rru
EIU

SEMO
tiTM
MSU

6·0
5·1

4·2
4-2
4-2
3-3
3-3
1·5

Morehead 0..()
Samford 0·6

Overall
19·7
12-15
19-4
7-12
8-17

12-15
9-17
7-20

6-20
4-20

Men's Baseball Schedule
AprillO
Murray St. at E. K~nlucky, noon
UT·Martin ~I Morehl'Oid St.• noon
Jack.o;onvillt.' !'t at E.. lllinoas, l p.m
Samford at SE Missouri, 1 p.m
Tmn. Tech at Austin Peay, ·2 p m.
April13
Xavier at E. Kentucky. 2 p.m.
St. J()tj('ph's at E. Ulinoi>l, 3 p m
SE Missouri at Saint Louis, 3 p m.
Birmingh.1m Soulht>m al Samfo~, 6 p.m
UT-Martin I'S. lip,;comb Rou, 6.p.m
Georgad St. at Tenn. Tech. 6 p.m.
Memphis at Au.sun Pray. 6:30p.m.

Men's Baseball Schedule
Aprill4
Marshall at f.. Kentucky, 2 p.m
E. llllno1s at Northern UlinotS, 3 p m.
Murray St. at Southl'l1l fllinois, 3 p.m.
Samt Louis at UT·Martirl, J p.m
W. Kentuclcy at Austin Pcay, 6:30p.m.
S.'mford at Binnrngham Soutllt'm, 7 p.m.

Women's Tennis Standings

ovc

Overall

5-0
4·0
6-1

13·5
6-8
10-4

6-1

12-5

EIU

5·3

12·9

JSU

3·2
2·4
3-7
1-5

6-6
6-11

Samford
EKU
MSU
UTM

Morehead
SEMO
TfU
APSU

TSU

1-7
0·7

8·11

4-15
1·21
1-10

Men's Tennis Standings

MSU Tennis Schedules •

ovc

Overall

JSU

4-0

10·9

MSU

4-1

8-6

Morehead
Samford
EIU

7-2

3·1

4·3
1·1
2-4

17-6
8-7
1()..8

Women

2-11
5-11

April 10 vs. J;lck$onvUie State, 9 a m.
April 12 vs. UT·Mart!n, 4 p.m.
April16 OVC Championships, Nashville, TBA

TIU
APSU
TSU

1-5

0-4

EKU

0·3

UTM

0-5

9·5
0-2

Men

.,
April tO vs. Samford, 9 a.m.
•
April 12 at Austin Peay, 2:30p.m.
April13 vs. TPIU\essee--Chattanooga. 2 p.m ;
•

.
f

~

\.I
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Cronin denies contact concerning Miami job
'

by Nathan Clinkenbeard
A.... sl ~ta nt

~ports

Ed itor

As quick us his team's full -coun
t.kfense. Racer baskethall Head
Coach Mick C ronin' ~ career at
Murray State could be nothing but
a blur.
Cronin has been the topic of conversation around the University of'
Miami as the Miami Herald reported the Racers' fi rst-year head
coach v. as a candidate for the
vacancy at rhe head coach position.
However. Cronin has denied
repons that he is a c:mdidate. bur
would not rule himself out as a possible choice.

"I have not been contacted,'' Pitino, Cronin's former boss, was
Cronin said. "We' re focused on expected to call Miami Athletic
putting together next year's team. Director Paul Dee to promore
Just becau~e :;omeone wrote some- Cronin as the nex.t head coach.
thing in a newspaper somewhere
Cronin could only speculate as to
doesn' t mean anything to me. the source of the information sayWe're focused on doing what ing the report was "comedy" to
we' ve got to do to develop some him.
new leadership. to make sure we
Manhanan Head Coach Bobby
have everyone on the same page."
Gonzalez is considered the frontAfter leat.ling Murray State to a runner for the Hurricanes coaching
28-6 record, winning the Ohio Val - job.
ley Conference Championship and
Gon7.alez. interviewed for the job
making an NCAA Tournament last week, and the 'Canes are still
appearance, Cronin's name is being looking to interview Kansas Assiswhispered in Division I programs.
tant Conch Norm Robens.
The Miami Herald said UniversiOther names mentioned for the
ty of Louisville Head Coach Rick job arc former St . John' s conch

Mike Jarvis, Memphis coach John four years to 65-54. This season
Calipori. Florida State Assistant Miami started out 13-5, but went
Coach Stan Jones, UAB coach on a losing streak. dropping II out
Mike Anderson, Texas assistant of their next 12 games.
Frank Haith and Oklahoma State
The Hurricanes missed the Big
East Tournament this season and
assistant Sean Sutton.
The job at Miami is intriguing registered their second straight loscoaches because a new $48 million ing season.
on-campus basketball arena was
Cronin commented he could
built recently. The move from the have some interest if contacted by
Big East to the Atlantic Coast Con- Dee.
"I wouldn't speculate," Cronin
ference is also attracting coaches.
Miami has to pay $3 million in fees said. "There's no need for me to
in order to make the conference speculate on what I would do if the
switch.
New York Knicks called."
Miami fired Head Coach Perry • The University of Miami will be
Clark on March 26 after a 14-16 continuing their search for a new
season that sent Clark's record for head coach in the coming weeks.

Racers victorious at first home event
play in," Hedley said.
"Right now. Cuyler's playing t~e best
golf I've ever seen her play," said Head
Senior Cuyler Hedley fired a tina) round Coach Velvet Milkman. "She's worked s~
15 to eam a five-shot victory and lead the hard to get to this point, and it's good to
Racer golf team at the 2004 Big River see all that hard work pay off with some
Telephone Company Lm.ly Racer Classic great golf."
"This is the tirst time we have played 36
held at Fmnces E. Milh:r Memorial Golf
holes on the first day at home," Hedley
Course in Murray.
Hedley, senior from Cobourg. Ontario, said . "We played' really well."
The Racers. winners of the last two OVC
tired a tournament low 71. She countered
that with a 79 on the fi rst Jay and n 75 on titles, were edged out for the team title by
the second to give her a three-rouJl(J total just one stroke by the University of Kenof225. Hedley, the 2002 Ohin Valley Con- tucky. The Racers tinishel.l with 305, 312
ference Pl:lyer of the Year, fin ished fh•e and 308 for a total of 926 to UK's 310.303
shots in front qf the University \lf Ken- and 3 12 totaling 925. East Tennessee State
tucky's Ali Kicklighter in the field of 68 was a distant third at 962, while OVC foe
golfers.
Eustern Kentucky earned founh in the 13"I tried not to treat this home tournament team tourney with a 984. Murray State's
differently (from) any other tournament we Gold squad finished in a tie for seventh
after firing 33 1. 337 and 338 for a total of
I ,006, just four shots behind OVC member
Austin Peay , in sixth, with a I ,002.
" I thought it was a good tournament for
our team and for our program as a whole,''
said Milkman. " It's disappointing to get
beat by just one shot, but I'm pleased with
the way we stepped up and competed. To
put up the low round of the day in the final
round is a real positive for us, and we
needed that going into the OVC tournament."
Junior Santie Koch finished in a tie for
third after firini a 77, 75 and 79 to total
23 I. Freshman Oiristi Baron led the Gold
photos by Vf'lvct Milkman/giJest squad with a strong sixth-place finish after
shooting a 74, 84 and 76 totaling 234.
Senior Cuyler Hedley stares down a shot
"Of course, I want to improve, but if the
at the Big River Lady Racer Classic.
OVC tournament were to stan today, I am

by Joel Roberts
Staff Wnt<.· r

Rashod Taylor/The News

Cronin said he bas no definite
p lans to leave Murray State.

Catching crabs: Rower
ignores pain after injury
by Lau ren Heins

just kept rowing with 500 meters left in
the race.
Nahlik didn't realize until this week he
Rowing does not require tackling your had a hairline fracture in his ribs.
"After the St. Louis race, I just kept
opponent, fouling other players, or even
touching the competition. Rowers don't rowing," he said. "I had no idea that I
catch a football or snag a Oy ball, but was seriously injured. I just thought ir
they can however. catch crabs. No, not was a bruise and it would go away even.
the sexually transmitted t.lisease, it's a tually."
Nahlik continued to practice for a
term for being struck with an oar.
Sophomore Chris "Toby" Nahlik is week after the St. Louis race and panicipated in two races during the Racer
proof that rowing is a contact spon.
Nahlik. a member of the men· s rowing Regatta this past Saturday. He noticed
team, was struck in the rib cage with his something was seriously wrong when he
oar handle during the St. Louis varsity could not breathe, he said.
"In the varsity four race, we did a
eight race when the oar hit a buoy. This
practice stan on the way to the staning
is also known as "catching a crab."
A crab is a problem encountered by a point." he said. "It felt like something
rower when the blade of an oar enters the was ripping my chest, felt like a bruise
water at an angle. instead of perpendicu- and the whole week it felt like a cramp."
Rowing is a sport that demands
larly, and gets caught under the surface
of the water and has the potential to endurance, strength, balance, mental disthrow a rower out of the boat entirely. cipline and an ability to continue when
Catching a crab can drastically interrupt your body is demanding that you stop.
Head Coach Bill McClean said Nahlik is
the now of the boat through water.
"The buoy grabbed my oar, threw the a strong pan of the Murray State rowing
oar into my chest and threw me back- program.
"We want Toby to fully recover from
wards," Nahlik said about the incident.
"It ripped my feet out of the foot stretch- his injury.'' McClean said. "We look
ers, the shoes were still in place, it forward to him coming back next sea•,
ripped screws out of the boar, and the son."
boat just kept knocking every time I took
Nahlik said he will have to wear a
brace for the next two weeks and has an
a stroRe," Nahlik said.
As Nahlik was falling backwards from appointment next week with doctors to
the impact, the rower behind 1»111 .$U'Uck diSCUSJ h~a recovery and eventual rerum
him in the back with a full stroke. Nahlik to the water.
Staff Writer

Junior Santie Koch chips on to the
green Monday at Miller Memorial.
happy with the level of my game," Koch
said.
The Racers will next compere in the
EKU Lody Colonel Classic on April 15-17
in Richmond. This will be the squads tinal
chance to prepare for the OVC Championships April 26-28 at the Country Club
of Paducah.

RE-ELECT

OSH ROSE.
FOR SGA PRESIDENT
• SAVED STUDENTS
$85,000+ IN STUDENT
FEES THIS YEAR
• STRONG RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGE SUPPORTER
•VISIBLE CAMPUS LEADER
• VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE
ONLINE APRIL 19 - 21

CANDIDATE #4 • JOSH ROSE
SGA President
• All students are invited to my campaign FISH FRY
April 16, I I a.m. at the
Elizabeth College Amphitheatre
• Presidential Debate sponsored by ODK
• April 13, 5 p.m. Hart College Lawn
• Check www.msuracers.com for election coverage
Political advertisement· Paid for by Josh Rose
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Lif~style

tough in the meaningless sports world

It's bard being a
sports journalist.
I am constantly
ragged on by the
other "prestigious"
sections of The Murray State News.
because my job
requires talking to
colJege athletes and
coaches and writing
stories concerning
the sports world,
which serves no purpose to anyone.
Sports
sucks.
Nobody reads it.
Yada yada yada. I
guess I haven •t been
paying attention my
whole life. I guess ~ports are 'crap.
My hardest months have been this
March and April as I have experienced
some of the worst moments of my early
sports journalist career.

Fir~t. I had the dreadful opportunity to
go to Columbus and watch the Murray
State Racers battle the Illinois F1ghting
Hlini in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament.
I reluctantly accepted my media pass
that ga~·e me access to pretty much anything, including a buffet, in Nationwide
Arena.
Sitting through four first-round games
basically made me sick to my stomach.
and I hac.l to turn my head every time
Kentucky's Gerald Fitch nailed n threepointer or Cincinnati ' s Jason Maxiell
threw down a thunderous dunk as Rob
Huggins' face turned red as the Con his
jacket.
Dick Enberg saying, 'How are ya' to
me'? Not cool. Walking past Kentucky
coach Tubby Smith and strongman
Chuck Hayes'! Couldn't care less. f-laving colll'tside seat~ to the NCAA Tournament First Round'/ Someone give me
a gun.
Ncvermind the fact that I got to sit

ne.xt to fonner Arkansas basketball
Head Coach Nolan Richardson for the
two night games.

"Dick Enberg saying
'How are ya' to me? Not
cool. Having courtside
seats to the NCAA Tournament First Round?
Someone give me a gun."
Big deal if the guy won the 1994
NCAA Championship with his famed
"40 Minutes of Hell." Just l>itting there
being in his presence felt like three
hours of hell.
This experience. however, could not
compete with the awful day I had in
Memphis while on an internship at The
Commercial Appeal.

I was forced to spend two days with
sports columnist Don Wade as he gave
me a plethora of information about the
sports journalism world that about put
me to Sleep.
While in the sports room. I had to sit
for a while and peruse through the hundreds of books flooding the metal bookcases.
Media guides, novels, baseball
guides, football dictionaries, failed to
hold my interest; it's understood that
those books are just useless knowledge
anyway.
·
1t took me .a while to painfully grab a
book off the shelf and read it. I wanted
to bum out my eyes with a red-hot
poker.
I thought the day could not get any
worse, but I was dead wrong. I had to go
to the Memphis Grizzlies basketball
practice at Rhodes College. I just about
jumped out of the moving vehicle on the
way to the practice.
When the practice finally ended. 1

went down to the floor and watched
Wade interview a couple of the Memphis players and Head Coach Hubie
Brown.
Obviously no one informed Wade that
nobody reads sports or cares about the
Memphis Grizzlies.
After meeting Shane Battier and Pau
Gasol, I met Brown and thought I was :
staring at my grandpa. Teams pay these
NBA athletes millions of dollars to do
something nobody cares about 1 1 do not
get it.
·'
Brown went on to lull me to sleep for
a good 15 minutes with his vast basketball knowledge and detailed storytelling.
J learned things ranging from how to •·
coach players at an old age to a histQry.:
lesson about Florida Marlins skipper::
Jack McKeon back in 1949.
:·
"Fun is winning in professional bas- ~:
kelball," Brown said.
•
At least you get the chance to have
fun, Hubie.

We supply the
film, you take the
photos. You return
the film, we show
you the money.

..

It's simple. Fill o ut the
application below Oli go
to
www.thene ws.org
and fill one out there.
Grab a roll of fil m from
our office (1 11 Wilson
Hall) on Friday, April
16 before 4 p.m. Shoot
your heart out all weekend. Return the film to
our office no later than
noon on Monday. April
19, a nd then we' ll
develop and judge your

stuff.
All win ners wi ll be
published in the April
30 issue of The Murray
State News.

1~• PLACE, $50
2 ND & 3lm,
R ESTAURANT

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
All plllms musr be ra~11 /11 Mwmzy.
Sorry. /19 digilpl Ctlmera,s.

The Official
Spring
Shoot-Off
Entry Form!
RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF

THE MURRAY STATE NE WS
AT 111 WILSON HALL
' NO LATER THAN
WEP., APRIL 19TH

AT

4

P.M.

,-----------'
Entrant

I

Name:

\

Major:
Hometown:
Classification:
Local Phone No.
Entrant Email:
Camera Make:
Camera Model:

___________

----._

::..
!

